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The party is over Or is it?

As we come to the end of the QL's silver lubilee yea[ we can look back with a degree of
salisfaction. The Quanta commitlee led lhe way and managed lo celebrale the QL's and

Quanta's own silver jubilee well within the budget it had set itself. iSupporl from the
members was, however a little disappointing.) Urs Konig secured extensive QL coverage in
Personal Computer World and then organised the continental celebralion. Rich Mellor was
responsible for much of the similar detailed QL coverage in Retro Gamer What other com-
puler from the 1980s, apart from the Speclrum, could have achieved such media attention
25 years on?

This year we have looked back, but now we have to look to the fulure, and it is a future
with changes and uncertainties.

The party is probably over for QL shows. For the second year running Quanta has been
able to run only one show and from now on the Quanta committee may have to organise
ils AGM and workshop itself. Last year the ltalians and this year the Swiss have organised
one-off shows, but, in a sense, both were nostalgia events organised by members of the
previous QL groups. {However there is now a possibility of another show in Austria next
yeail This year for the first lime in the history of lhe QL there has been no meeting in the
Netherlands because of health problems of the organisor A similar situation led to the
ending of the North American shows three years ago.

Workshops provided the showcase for lraders, but last year two UK traders ceased aclive
trading. Nevertheless anolher UK trader has exploited the new possibilities of the internet.
He not only makes a profit on his QL activities, bul in lhe last two years has provided

Quanta with a quarter of its income by trading on their behalf.

The Ql-users email group is also changing. Over the last few months there have been
fewer detailed discussions and the group has become much more of a helpline and infor-
mation point than formerly This is a good use of the group but il is becoming more tech-
nical giving bolh advantages and disadvantages for its future.

Quanta has ambitious plans for its website and is working hard to realise these, but are we
aboul to see two tiers of Quanta mernbership? How do you cater for those members, and
lhere are lhought to be many, who have loyally paid their subsciption for 25 years, but
who are now very elderly and have no desire lo become part of the internel age?

The internet may be the secret to the survival of the QL. We are an international commu-
nity The UK currently has the largest number of Ql-ers, but how long will this remain so? lf
Quanta is to survive it may have lo become a much smaller internet based organisalion in

which a concept of members and non-members of Quanta could become increasingly irre-
levant. How long will it be before paper QL publications are no longer viable? The internet
willprovide the essential means for us to keep in touch with the advantage of being bolh
cheap and inslantaneous.

Change is taking place, but that does nol mean there is no fulure for the QL. lt is how we
adapt to that change that could delermine lhe nature of the QL's survival.



NEW SOFTWARE DATABASE
QL lrader Rich Mellor has starled an ambitious
prolect to catalogue and preserve as many com-
mercial QL programs as possible, a task he sees
as important to ensure lhe conlinued future of the
QL. Where possible the intention is to provide the
programs in a suilable form to run on one of the
PC QL emulalors. lt will also be a resource for QL
users who have a legal copy of a program that
willno longer load.
ln Rich's own words,
'We have managed {o gef most of the software
from microdrive onlo a PC in a format for use
with Q-emuLator in fhe main, although it does
help us lo make tresh working copies on micro-
drjves and disks. fhe idea behind fhis, is lo en-
sure fhose users who have an original copy, but
cannol gel if to load anynore, will be able to
purchase a working capy on disk or microdrive,
or for use wilh Q-emulalor from our websile
(provided fhat fhey can prove ownershrp of lhe
original progranJ.
As parl of thrs wark, we are also updating lhe
QL Wiki fo rnclude more information on lhe sofl-
ware, hardware, books and lraders that have
been around srnce 1984. We would welcome
more input inlo lhe lraders and personalilies
seclion in particular if anyone knows the history
of any of the soflware and development houses

fhowever short lived.t].

Lols of work to do in updating the soflware
details, but we hope lhat this will address one of
fhe main issues when peaple lalk aboul the
Sinclarr QL - namely they are uncertain what
soffware was produced for it!!'

First reactions io Rich's announcement showed
that there was some confusion about the wiki.
Several Ql-ers assumed that he was referring lo
the QL section on wikipedia and not to the
dedicated QL wiki on his own site. Rich set this up
early in 2007 mainly as a software resource lo
give more QL information than was possible on
wikipedia and later expanded il to a more general

QL wiki. The launch of the wiki was reported in QL
Today together with a review {Vol. 11 issue 5}.

As several Ql-ers pointed oul the wiki still has
some serious omissions. The wiki concept is thal
almosl anyone can contribute, but so far Rich has
had to do the bulk of the work himself. The wiki is
to be found at,

lilww.ni/apadventu res.com/ql-uri ki/
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Rich has also placed the software dalabase on
wikipedia.
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The QL has a second dedicaled wiki set up last
year by QL Today writer Norman Dunbar: This is

biased more to the technical and programming
side of the QL and can be found al,

www. qdosmsq. d unbar-it.co. u k

Rich has been able to re-release some QL games,
one of which was by popular request:.
"Due to popular demand, and wifh lhe consenl of
Jochen Merz, we are pleased lo announce lhaf
we have re-released an old QL arcade game,
Pengi, which was wrillen by Jochen hlerz and
previously released on the Gigasofl label
ln lhis colourful game, you confrol a small Pen-
guin fPengr) as he lries to survive the Anlarctic
clrmafe. Faced wilh deadly snobees all around,
the only way to suryiye is by pushing ice blocks
onto the snobees and squashing them, before
lhey touch Pengi. You can also collecf diamonds
fo gain additional poinfs.'



This increases the range of arcade games still

available commercially from RWAP Software
http;//www.rwapsoftware.co. u k/games. html

Rich has also re-released Cuthbert in Space and

QL Hopper

Other programs thal he is attempling lo rescue
include Viewpoint by Rubicon, Concepl 3D by Tes-

seract Software, QL Gardener by Gordian Com-
puting Services and CAD PAK by Datalink Sys-
tems. As a teaser he adds that Britain's main con-
sumer protection organisation, the Consumers
Association, once released soltware for the QL.

Finally a piece of late news from RWAPThey have
launched a new website, http://sellmyretro.com

MORE SOFTWARE
DILWYN JONES
Once again Dilwyn has a long list of new and
updated ilems.

ZIP MANAGER
I've added an update to my Zip Manager program
to the Archivers page on my website.
Version 1.06 of this program fixes a bug in lhe
Delete command, which sometimes got confused
between'.' and'-' filename extension separators.
It's available to download free from
http://wurur.d iluryn. me. u k/arch/ind ex. htm I

MIRACLE MIDIINTERFACE
Miracle MlDl lnterface - for anyone who acquires a
Miracle MlDl interface for the QL without the soft-
ware disk (a program called Tracker by Dan Gaf-
fey), it can now be downloaded from the Misc
software page on my website. Note that the soft-
ware can only be used with lhe Miracle MlDl inter-
face, it cannot be used wrlh any olher interface. I

am grateful lo Derek Stewart for locating a copy
of the software for me.
http://www.dilwyn.me. uk/misc/index. html
A more general purpose free MlDl soflware
package for a QL is Al Boehm's Midi Player 2
package, available from
http:l/www.dilwyn. me. uk/sou nd/index. html

PCB CAD
I've just added the latest update to Malcolm Lear's
PCB Cad program to my website. Here are details
of revisions made since the last version available
(6 63):
6.64 Corrected minor errors in SMDl.lib library.

Corrected operation of window resizing.
OUTLN is iust optional.

6.65 16-09-09 Layer names can now be
changed.
Dark white which was displayed as mid
grey now changed to light grey and dark
black which displayed as black now
changed to dark grey
File access tests using DEVICE-STATUS
changed to be compatible with older QL
systems.

Later a further upgrade to version 6.67 was an-
nounced.
The program is a L22MB download from the
Graphics page on my website,
http:/lwww.diluryn.me.uk/graphics/index.html
As late news as QL Today was finalising the news
pages, Dilwyn announced lhe firsl poinler version
of the program.

DIGITAL C SOURCE
With gratelul thanks to the author Gerry Jackson,
lhe source files for the Digital C SE compiler
system are now available from the l-anguages
page on my website.
Once you have downloaded it, please read the
README.HTML file it contains.
http://www.dilwyn.me.uk/lang uage/index.html

EDDICON AND SPRLIP
Two new free programs from Duncan Neithercut
were recently added to my website.
Eddicon is an icon/sprile editor lo create sprites in

mode 64 or mode 4 or to save them as .bmp for
use in Wolfgang Lenerz program. Exisling sprites
in a variety of modes such as 32 and 33

{QXL/QPC and Q40/Q60} can be loaded and
edited. Or sprites can be created from scratch.
The editor has a number of novel fealures includ-
ing an independently editable alpha channel, undo
lunction and a sirnple merge to combine 2 sprites
of the same size, and other features such as
home directory and colour theme awareness. lt is
in an alpha/beta slalus but is fully usable, bul
there may still be bugs due to the complexity of
the program, that require additional users to
identify.
Complemenlary to tddicon is a program lo con-
catenale a list of sprites into a single library file
that can be loaded by LRESPR or linked into a
Qliberated program using the REMark $$asmb
directive. The addresses of the sprites in the libra-
ry may be accessed through a single keyword
that is part of the library file. This makes it straight-
forward to add multiple high colour sprites to Qli-

beraled programs. tddicon uses lhis syslem for
its mode64 icons although the sprite library
maker program will work with sprites of any mode
and a mixlure of modes in a single file.



Both packages may be downloaded from my
websile at
http://www.d ilwyn. me. uk/sprites/index. html

GEORGE GWLT UPDATES
George has announced the following updates to
his programs'
I have put on my site amended versions of
NET*PEEK and GWDISS. The amendments cor-
recl the disassembly by GWDISS ol some Cold-
Fire instructions and add the disassembly of all

ColdFire instructions to NET-PEEK. Without this
change the previous version, 3.39, of NET-PEEK
could crash while disassembling.
A new version of UCONFIG which produces con-
fig blocks for S*BASIC, Assembler and C pro-
grams. The new version allows a full alteration of
an existing config block from the input of a -lNS
file (which is the config block for an S*BASIC pro-
gram). The oulput is a full set of files for all three
types of program S*BASIC, Assembler and C.

I wrote the new version because I was fed up
with having to reproduce from scratch all the old
informalion every time I wanted to add an item to
an existing block. This might therefore be of use
to olher people as well.
http://web.ukonli ne.co.uklgeorge. gwi lU

OS X Q-emulator VERSION
Daniele Terdina has started work on an OS-X
version of Q-emulator although he says that it is
still far from completion. However he has released
a screen shol. More details can be found at,

http://unruu.terdina.neUql/M acQ L. html

SCC BATTERIES
Several QL users are finding lheir Super Gold
Card battery is running low and supplies of the
original batlery are now unavailable. A syrnptom
of a low battery is an inaccurate time and date
when switching the machine on.

Davide Santachiara has offered some help with
this problem:
'l replaced two batteries both on a GC and a

SGC of a friend of mine thanks fo a slandard
CR2032 3V lithium battery which the ltalian QL
hardware experl Romaldo Parodi, was able lo
get with presoldered pins on it. Then it was quite
easy lo solder a small additional wrre to reach
the two pins where the original battery was
placed {aclually four pins are present but only
two are used).
I have shol some pictures of lhe procedure, if
somebody is rnteresled in getting lhem lust
email your private email address."
d.santachiara@l ibero. it

WEBSITE MOVE
There are persislent rumours that Geocilies, who
host Davide's webpages, is shorlly due to close.
Davide has moved the webpag€s to:
www.sinclairql.it
The site hosts the Ergon Developmenl soflware
including the Spectrum emulators, At the time of
Davide's message he had not checked that the
new sile was fully working correctly but hoped
shortly to do so.

ONLINE MANUALS
Following the Swiss QL meeting Marcel Kilgus has
placed lhe "QDOS SMSQ Reference Manual" and
the"QPTR'manuals online in PDF formal.
http://www. kil gus. neVsmsqe/developme nt.htm I

WITHIN BUDGET
Quanta has celebrated its silver iubilee year well
within the budget it set itself. Using the 2005 QL is

21 show costs as a guideline it had budgeted
t3,500 for the silver jubilee evenls. Provisional
figures show the actual cosl lo have been t3,000
and as icing on the cake this figure includes the
t572 cost of the special silver jubilee issue of the
Quanla Magazine that had not been included in

lhe budget.
Quanta has also been looking al the fulure of its
website and rn particular at syslems for expanding
it and ensuring up to dale conlent. At a recent
committee meeting two syslems, Joomla and
Typo3, were demonstrated and the committee
opted for Typo3. The final content of the website
and the division between public and restricted
content has yet to be decided. lt is also not
known how quickly changes will be made to the
site.
Members can still pay their subscription via the
website and PayPal. Some members have expe-
rienced difficulties doing this in the past. The link -



on the top lefl corner of the home page - was
seen by some as being an adverlisement for the
facility. This is an animated graphic showing three
different pictures. ln our illustration il has lhe
message "Join QUANTA or renew you subcription
online". Allernatively click 'Quanta Magazine' on
the home page menu and then "online subscrip-
tions'. During the transaclion PayPal places a
cookie on the computer and users with high secu-
rity settings may have lo reduce these tempo-
rarily.

i&{$&

stalling the BBC officials while his staff were
desperately tweaking lhe protolype machine to
make it work.
Later scenes showed a truslrated Clive Sinclair in

despair because his computers were seen as
games machines and Chris Curry jealous of Sin-
clair's success in capturing the games market.
Sinclair went upmarket and this is where the QL
made an appearance, and Curry downmarket with
a cut down version of the BBC compuler: the
Electron, as a games machine. By now the boom
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was ove[ the QL was a
commercial failure and
disaster loomed for
Acorn. Curry look a
massive order from a

high street relailer bul
failed to get it
confirmed in wriling so
that he was left with a
warehouse fult of
120,000 unsaleable

Joi* QUAiITA or rslrsrir
your *bsciption online

For lhe second year running Quanta has only
been able lo run one show. Next year it plans to
hold the AGM in April at a venue in the Midlands.

MICRO MEN
Allhough not a part of the QL's quarter centenary
lhere was much inlerest in a BBC television play,

Micro Men. This dramalised the 1980's ballle bet-
ween Clive Sinclair and Acorn Computer's Chris
Curry - formerly Sinclair's right hand man - lo
obtain a lucrative contract for the BBC school and
home computer Partly based on lact and partly
on fiction lhe play left the QL viewer frustrated by
giving little indication of which bits were true and
which made up. Clive Sinclair was portrayed as an
ill-tempered man obsessed with developing an
electric car and whose fatalweakness was an un-

willingness to listen to others. Chris Cuny came
over as the belter businessman and boss who
won lhe BBC contract. However it was not all plain
sailing and one delightful scene showed him

Electrons.
The drama ended ralher cruelly with Sinclair
peddling along lhe road in his C5 and being over-
taken by a Microsoft juggernaut.

The play was a mixture of fact and fiction, but for
a detailed and accurate account of the QL's deve-
lopment the best place to look is the current
volume of QL Today.



The press reaction to the launch was enlhusiastic or even ecstatic, as
shown in the articles that appeared in February. Within Sincla[ fore-
boding was a better word for the mood. lt was five days before I found out whal was wrong, 28 day
delivery had been promised, lhe hardware was far from ready SuperBASlC was unlesled and had only a
minimum of procedures and the state of the Psion suite was a complete unknown.

I immediately went to see Sir Clive to tellhim that I would stay on only until QLs were delivered to cuslo-
mers. Then I cornered one of the directors lo complain aboul the launch. He explained to me that the
commitment to 28 days delivery had been necessary as a number of senior Sinclair personnel had
bought Sinclair Research Limited shares when Sir Clive sold his 10% and, with the various delays lo new
products, their shares had lost lot of thek value and they had no choice but to launch the QL and take
orders to boost the share price. This sounded to me to be rather dishonest, but the director concerned
considered it to be rather aslule.

When QLs were not delivered within 28 days, the brown stinky stuff hit lhe fan. A journalist, Guy Kewney,
who had not been taken in by the launch {he knew an empty box when he saw one} was very suspi-
cious. He wrote an article explaining that if a director of a company made a false slalemenl to mani-
pulate the share price of lhat company, then this was fraud. When news of this article reached Sinclair
the chaos transmuted into panic' clearly someone had leaked the truth to the press - the directors
could not believe that a journalist could have worked it out for himself. I received threats from the
directors of the company. I found this more offensive than worrying. Despite the dishonesty of certain
directors, and the weakness of olhers who refused to stand up to lhem, Sinclair Research Lrmited was
my employer and I owed the company my loyally.

What did happen
I can only give the lrue story for that which concerned me directly. At that time I had to assume, and I

still have to assume, that anything I heard about the progress on the QL from anyone else at Sinclair

{other than Jan Jones who was with me) was at best mere rumour Moreover word was out that talking
to me was nol a good idea if you wished to continue your career at Sinclair (l had akeady resigned so I

was now an outsider). This made project coordination tricky. I moved out to the Milton Hall building site
{lhe future Sinclair Laboratories) with Jan Jones.

One of the well founded stories was thal when the QL was launched with a promise of delivery in 28
days, there were no working prototypes. I think I can confirm this. I had never seen one, and some time
laler lwas asked by one of the directors 'when will there be a stable version of the software?"1 think my
reply was along lhe lines "about a week afler we have a stable specification and a stable hardware
platform' - 'Ah, in that case when can we have a test version' - "About a week after I get a protoiype" -

'You must have a prolotype, the machine has been launched". lt appears lhat I was noi the only naive
person around.

Al which point, this director proved to me that lhere was at least one senior person in Sinclair who was
not panicking. He managed to obtain all the bits necessary lo build a QL. I obtained a wooden panel and
some screws from elsewhere in the building site and assembled the bils rather like an exploded
diagram. Amazingly, it showed signed of life when I fitted an EPROM set {to the external TPROM card
that was later to lurn into the infamous "dongle" or 'kludge') and turned the power on. This was THF
prototype machine.

But I soon understood why it there was no other full working prolotype. When the power supply was
delivering enough current to keep the computer working, the ripple was so great lhat the on-board
regulator dropped out. I changed the power supply and added large smoothing capacitors. {By using my
own power supply and having an open QL, I missed out on the exciting story of increasingly powerful
power supplies, on-board regulalors that overheated if you put the QL PCB in its case, the machine



crashing when a Microdrive motor was slarled, etc.). I then poked around a bil before adding lols of
decoupling capacilors. This seemed to improve the stability

So,l had my prototype. Did I manage to finalise the operating system and drivers in a week, so that the
system could be tested for another week before committing the software to ROM? Not quile.

The Microdrives and the "Notwork"
The first Microdrive problem had cropped up a month before the launch, before there was a full
prololype.

Microdrive / network problem 1

I had been told that there was a slighl problern on the first PCB layout. ll was more lhan a slight
problem, Several months before, when the block diagram for the ZX83 was being converted lo a

complete logic diagram, the data lines on lhe future ZXB302 chip were connecled to the RAM bus
instead of the processor data bus. The ZXB301 glue logic was also designed with the ZXB302
enable and handshake signals derived kom the RAM bus timing signals and not the processor bus
liming signals. Why was this important? The RAM bus is shared with the display which steals a block
of B memory cycles out of every 12 cycles during display lines. The ZXB3 relied on the processor for
critical liming operations thal would be carried out in hardware on more normal systems. You cannot
perform critical liming operations if you cannot determine how long each instruction will take. The
timing 'iitter" for this design could be reduced by ensuring that the instruction loops accessing the
ZXB3AZ were a multiple of twelve cycles long. For the Microdrives this was possible although il
reduced the margins a bil. For the network, howeve[ the nearesl to the Spectrum timing was
7xI2=84 cycles - not close enough. ln addition, the residual iitter {2.5s), on both transmit and receive,
gobbled up half the timing margins. The network could be neither Speclrum compatible nor reliable.

Microdrive problem 2

When I finally had my own hand-built proiotype QL, I was anxious to try oul the fixed Microdrive
drivers. When I tried the Microdrives for the first time {now at launch + 3 weeks,lthink} the drivers did
not work al all. Format a Microdrive and all you got was 'format failed". The code was timing crilicalso
it could not be traced, and after spending a lot of time hunting through the code for potential errors, I

tried a scope. Looking at the signals I thought that il might ncl be a QDOS {the new name for
Domesdos) driver bug, it might have had something to do with the signal lo noise ratio from the
Microdrive head amplifier being 0 - no signal, all noise. Ben Cheese provided me with a fix - a

capacilor to be soldered onlo the Microdrive PCB. Another QDOS bug fixed - without changing a
single byte. But why did my straight from production, Microdrives nol have that capacitor?

Microdrive / network problem 3

And then the next problem with the Microdrives. The driver sometimes lost data - it seemed that il
was just not fast enough for the job. I had calculated the execution time of the Microdrive read
routines down to the nearest cycle. I could not see where my calculations were wrong. I struggled
with this for a couple of days belore Jan, who had no electronic design experience, came up wilh the
solution that had eluded my obviously very softened brain. 'Why does the Microdrive only work
reliably in the morning?" she said, all innocent like. Ah! The real question was "Why does the
Microdrive stop working when the QL has been on for a litlle while?". I set off to Sinclair's labs and
came back with a can of freezer spray. lt did not take long lo discover that, as long as lhere was a
nice coating of while frost on the ZXB301 chip, I could read data reliably from the Microdrives. But the
ZXB3O1 chip has nothing to do with the Microdrives, does it?

It turned out that there was a liming race in the ZXB301 chip design: when ii warmed up, the RAM bus
conlention circuit failed to register a request for access to the bus until il was loo late. This problem
would have probably gone undelected, for lhe whole life of the QL, had it nol compounded the
2X8302 access timing fault described above' lhe 12 cycle workaround could never work on a warm
QL. Fixing the hardware properly would take several monlhs for a new ZXB301 design to get into
production and the QL was due for delivery the next week. Unfortunalely the hardware workaround,
which involved wiring the data bus directly to the ZXB302 pins and adding another spider (effectively
the D14 build solution), would not solve the problem completely: although the processor would slillrun
more slowly when lhe ZXB301 was hol, lhis would only occur when it was accessing RAM.



The software workaround for this double ZXB302 timing fault was to slice one or two cycles off the
ZXB302 readiwrite loops. This worked more or less for the Microdrives, bul it eat up another half of
the timing margins for the network, the Speclrum team renamed it"The Notwork'. However all would
be fixed on the nexl version of the PCB (ioke).

Microdrive problem 4

And then the next problem with the Microdrives. Allof a sudden,l got a report that Microdrive access
was very slow {several minutes to read a modest sized file} on the first pre-production QLs. ltracked
this down to an unnolified modification that had been made to the Microdrives themselves. The origi-
nal specification for the Microdrive had the total tape stop and slart distance less lhan the length of a
seclor The original aim of the device driver was to minimise the time for which the drive was running
to minimise the tape wear and power consumption (the ZX83 was supposed to be battery powered,
remember). The sectors were laid oul wilh a one in two interleave so lhal if the drive was stopped
after reading a seclor, lhe tape would stop on an "uninteresting' sector and lhen the next sector lo
be read would hopefully be the next sector of lhe file. Once a file had been found, access was
relatively fasl. However in a vain altempt to prevent Microdrive carlridges self-deslructing, someone
decided to try slugging the motor turn on and turn off - increasing the total stop and start dislance to
nearly 10 seclors.

High speed photography showed, however that the acceleration and deceleration was unaffected, the
modification rnerely delayed stopping and starting, doing no good al all - but plenty of harnn. Firstly, it
greatly increased the running time of the Microdrives and, therefore, tape wear Secondly it ensured
that, for a slop/start scenario, the next seclor would be missed unless it was at least ten seclors
away reducing serial read speeds by a factor of five. Thirdly it increased the surge current when the
Microdrive motor was turned on {current sUee =, voltage dip =, 91- crash}.

ICL rejected this modification for lhe OPD and it was not tried on the Spectrum {see Wikipedia 'ZX

Microdrive'). So why was this purely harmful modification retained? Was it sheer idiocy or was it a
deliberate attempt to delay the release of the firmware?

I had to spend most of a week rewriling the Microdrive drivers to implement a radically new strategy
lo claw back some of lhe performance lost by lhis modification. 'the soflware is still not ready for
shipping and we are well past the 28 days'. [ven with the rewritlen drivers, the performance of the
QL Microdrives was still well below that of unmodified Spectrum Microdrives. Moreover in the rush,

lhere was an serious oversight, the QDOS mernory manager assumed that the filing system could
work with only one buffer The new pre-fetch strategy required a minimum of two buffers. Oops.

Other problems

Of course, lhere were many other hardware problems lhat I had to deal with. This should be consi-
dered normal. lf there is a soflware workaround for a hardware fault, this is almost certainly cheaper
and quicker lhan a hardware fix, although it will often be a less than complete cure.

Meanwhile, back on the farm
After the launch, Jan Jones was busy trying to work out what she should put into lhe SuperBASlC for
the QL and, possibly more important, what to leave out. With many regrets "WH[N'fell by the wayside
- that would shave a good month off the limescale, but there was no shortage of suggestions for the
priorities for adding Spectrum compatible fealures. Jan, therefore, took the very reasonable course of
"code it quick and tesl il". After the first totally untested version (FB) was made available for indepen-
dent tesling, the bug reports and"wish lists'came flooding in. As I remember it, in addition to coding
new features on the fly, she was also clearing up to 20 bug reports a week and new versions were
made available for testing almosl weekly The shakedown was rapid wilh less than one new bug for
every len new funclions. The flow of bugs reports dried up when we made AH {1.02) available for
testing and we called a halt lo further changes to SuperBASlC. Starling with AH, we changed over to
"code inspeclion'{reading through all the code written over the previous 9 months looking for potential,

or real, problems.
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The final shakedown
Numerous 'bug lisls" have been produced for the QL firmware. These show a number of changes
belween AH and JM {1.03}.

1. A "not-a-bug" was found in the SuperBASlC interpreter by code inspection. Floating point arrays
were limited to 65536 elements. As there were no QLs with enough memory to store an array of
65536 floaling point numbers, this limitation had not shown up in testing.

2. A serious bug with workaround was found in lhe OS core by testing. Opening a channel to a file
lhat was already open left lhe file pointer pointing to the starl of the"distributed directory entry"in
the file and not the stari of the data in the file. This was an oversight made when patching the
filing system lo improve the recoverability of files on a damaged Microdrive cartridge.

3. A serious bug {no workaround} was found in the SuperBASlC interpreter by code inspection.
String comparison in SuperBASlC compared numerical values embedded in strings by decimal
value {it was to take Microsoft a decade to calch up wilh this, while UNIX slill has not even
managed to get to grips with upper and lower case). Unfortunatefy the SuperBASlC string
comparison thought lhat"."was the same as 0 {as well as 0.0, .0, or 0.}.

4. A fatal bug {no workaround} was found in the OS core by code inspection. Opening a channel for
a job that does not exist crashes the system. Readers used to the extremely reslrictive UNIX and
Windows environments mighl wonder how a job could open a channel for another iob and why
you would want to do it. Ihere is a good reason.

5. A falal bug {no workaround} was found in lhe SuperBASiC interpreter by iesting. The buffer
handling for INPUT data was less than ideal and if a line longer than i2B characters was typed {the
default buffer length) bizarre things could happen.

A week's independent testing of version AH had thrown up 2 bugs and a week's code examination had
identified 3 bugs {according to the best lists I can find. lam sure that there was a third bug in the AH OS
core thal lfound and fixed, but I cannol rernember what il was and it must be so obscure lhal no-one
has ever reported il publicly).

By this time, no-one was inleresled in delivering SuperBASlC as a base version with extensions, so the
JM version, with the complete set of procedures and functions and all the graphics, was handed over
lor committing lo ROM. This musl have been sometime in March, Code examination and tesling of
continued, but no more changes were made lo the release version and, over the next couple of weeks,
nolhing was found that would have merited recalling JM and replacing it by TB, the next stable version.

Subsequent user experience has shown thal, apart from my monumental error of patching bolh
Domesdos and SuperBASlC to get them to fit together JM was fairly sound and the bug list built up

over lhe first year while nol as good as it should be {no bugs at all), was quite respectable for software
finished under what might be described as difficult conditions.

With JM released and TB 'standing by" for any correclions, we starled a new developmenl series with
the JS version. Jan had started working on adding the WHEN constructs when we heard that QL
shipments had started and that customers would soon be receiving their long awaited QLs. My iob
finished, I notified the personnel department that I had al lasl gone and moved out of Milton Hall into a
Portakabin (hired by Sinclair: on Sinclair's property), in front of the main entrance, where I could be
reached in case of emergency.

The start of the myth
The next is partly hearsay, I was out of the loop, but it seems to be confirmed by the rather guarded
reporls I have seen by the journalists presenl.

When the first QLs were ready to be shipped, Sinclair Research organised a press demonstration. lt is
nol clear what the purpose of lhis demonstration was. lt certainly made a very bad impression on the
press. That may or may not have been the intention of those who organised it.

The QLs on demonslration had a black dongle hanging out of lhe back, as did the ftrst QLs shipped to
customers. These QLs were also equipped with pre-test OS and SuperBASlC, without all the work-
arounds for the known hardware faults, with their own known bugs, with only a subset of the Spectrum
procedures and wilh some procedures having different paramelers from the final version.



Having a dongle hanging out and having pre-test soltware are slrange features for machines intended
to impress journalists.

The dongle
Even if you find it difficult to believe thal lhe JM version was available from well before the launch, the
dongle itself would have been strange. The reason most often quoted, thal the firmware had turned out
larger than the planned 32 kbytes and so the PCBs had to be modified to take larger ROMs, was totally
untrue.

1. There never was a planned size for OS + SuperBASlC because this was never planned.

2. From the start, all PCBs had the wiring for up to 64 kbytes of ROM.

3. From January, all PCBs had two sockels specifically for 32*16 kbyles of ROM.

The QL PCBs were, however designed to take ROMs with on-chip address decode. IPROMS cannot be
litted directly into the QL PCB: a spider is required for the address decode. But i[ for the sake of
argumenl, we take it that lhat shipping QLs with EPROMs rather lhan ROMs was a justified technical
solution, lhere is still no justification for the dongle. Why ship wilh lhree 16k byte EPROMS rather than a

32k byte EPROM and a 16k byte EPROM? A32k byte EPROM did not cosl more lhan two 16k EPROMS
+ a PCB to plug inlo the ROM sockel + case + the assembly costs. Even mounting three 16k EPROMS

internally {as in build D06 where three 16k TPROMS recycled from returns were used)would not be more

expensive than using a dongle on the outside.

When I found out about the dongle on the QLs thal were being shipped to customers, I contacted
production and was lucky enough to get hold of a friend. Apparenlly, the dongle was lhe outward sign
lhat the QLs that were being shipped were 'pre-produclion" 

ti,e. did nol pass even basic tesls)' lhey
would all be recalled and replaced as soon as fully functionalQLs were available. Being responsible for
quality, he lhoughl it was stupid, but it was a decision from above. He was unaware that the FB version
being shipped was not the current, tesled, released version of the firmware. He had been told thal lhe
laler versions had not been tested and might be less reliable than FB. There was, apparently, internal
disinformation as well.

The story about the dongles I heard from produclion seems to be confirmed by other sources. The
Sinclair service manual for QLs only covers builds with ROMs or'piggy-back' EPROMS {build D06 on-
wards): dongled QLs were scrapped aulomatically as it was nol considered possible to rework them.
Elsewhere, builds up to and including D05 {pre issue 5 PCB} are referred to as pre-produclion and lhere
are no "mandatory modifications" for these to bring them up lo standard - they are just scrap. So the
dongle really was just an excuse for recalling non-working QLs to be scrapped - despite the well
publicised policy of "recalling for firmware upgrade".

Pre-test software
Having established lhat produclion did nol have the current version of lhe soflware, I did then manage lo
get hold ol a director who was apologetic but he explained that the press would accept soflware bugs
more readily lhan faulty hardware {it turns out he was right, the press swallowed the story hook,line and
sinker). This had nothing to do with whether there was a dongle hanging out of the back or nol,
although the dongle certainly helped. Faulty software was being delivered deliberately as a smoke-
screen.

The demonstration
However if you were organising a press demonstration and wanted to make a favourable impression,
would you provide machines with a dongle hanging out of the back? What sorl of deranged person

would think thal pre-test sollware would help dispel the conviction that the QL was'not fit for sale'?

The report in the June issue of Praclical Computing summarises the event well.

"The bad news is that QDOS and lhe bundled software's currenl implementation is what one of Sinclair's
engineers described as 'flaky'. Even basic operations like retrieving specific bytes from Microdrives
brought the system down. Several of the bugs thrown up in the session seemed new lo Sinclair and
were noted with bemused interest.'There are several things aboul this report.



1. The firmware was described as 'flaky' by only 'one of Sinclair's engineers'. The others did not.

Even the term flaky is revealing. ll is not a description of software, it is the denigration of 0 persor):
"an offensive term describing somebody regarded as eccenlric or irrational"or 'a procrastinatot a

careless or lazy person, dishonest and doesn't keep to their word'.

2. 'Retrieving specific byles from Microdrives broughl the system down"' no such firmware bug has
ever been reported on any bug list that I have seen. There were, howeve[ serious hardware
problems.

3. Only 'QDOS and the bundled soflware" {the Psion suite) were mentioned as being bug-ridden.
Laler reports only mentioned SuperBASlC as suffering from bugs.

4. "Several of lhe bugs thrown up in lhe session seemed new lo Sinclair and were noted with
bemused interest". For bugs in the Psion suite this would nol be surprising, as I do not think
anyone al Sinclair had seen the Psion suite in action on a QL. As far as the firmware was
concerned, those who had taken part in the independent testing up to JM, would certainly have
been bemused at seeing bugs that had been fixed weeks before.

At this demonstration, did anyone from Sinclair aclually say anything that was untrue? The firmware in

the QLs on demons{ration was unreliable * it was the first lest version - but did anyone from Sinclair say
that it was the current version or was this a reasonable, if incorrect, assumption by the press? Did
anyone from Sinclair say that the PCB could only take 32 k bytes of ROM, or was this assumed by the
press because there was 16 k bytes in a dongle hanging out of the back? lt seems that it was nol
necessary for anyone to lie about the stale of the software development: the press was quile able to
make up ils own slories.

This demonstration with dongles and pre-tesl soflware was, however only the start of lhe disinformation
campaign. lt was certainly not casual misinformation, over lhe next few months, lhe firmware versions
that had been produced at weekly intervals in February and March 1984, appeared in production QLs at

monthly intervals to give the false impression the software was being updaled all through spring and
early summer of 1984. Who was updating the software? Sinclair had no-one working on QL software
until afler lhe summer recruitment of new graduaies.

This was clearly not enough mask the real problems. By mid summer the first stable version JM was
being delivered, but the hardware was still not lully {unctional and some journalists had noticed that

soflware updates'cannol make any difference to the hardware faults'.

Was this smokescreen just lhe result of panic in a company that had fraudulenlly promised 28 days
delivery, had taken the money and, three months later found itself still unable lo build working machines
and desperately needed to cover up lhe lrulh, even if the cover-up deslroyed the company? How many
people were involved in the decision to ship pre-test software in place of tested soflware? How many
even knew that there was fully tested soflware ready to ship? Was someone taking advanlage of the
panic to try lo turn the situation to their own advantage?

Reasons for the smokescreen and the nine month delay to issue 6
After I wrote the first draft of this (true) story, I managed to contacl some of those on the periphery of
the project. This provoked some spontaneous comments of the nature"They can't do anything to slop
you now' (who are lhey and why would they want to stop me from doing what?l and 'lt's about time
someone said how you got sha{ted". They also enabled me lo fill in quite a lot of the pre-launch slory
but they suffered from near lotal amnesia for the critical period of the six months after the launch. One
of the amnesiacs told me that he did not know what happened because, at the time, he decided that he

did not wanl lo know whal was happening.

What they agreed on was thal the panic was total. Sinclair had angry customers, the Advertising
Standards Aulhority and the Office of Fair Trading all leaning on it. Admilting thal lhe working hardware
could not be delivered three months after the launch would be equivalenl to admitting thal the hardware
was not working at the time of the launch and that Sinclair had taken money without being able to
deliver - and that would add criminal investigations into the pot (about lwo years later Chris Skogland of
Medic was sentenced to 6 years prison for"reckless trading", being the director of a company that had

taken money for a QL accessory that was not ready to ship). Delivering QLs made it possible to iustify
taking customers'money even if the QLs did not work.
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A convincing explanation for the nine months it took to ship fully working QLs also emerged. All the
modifications required lo make the machine reasonably reliable were known by March, but, apparently,
lhere was a total refusal to "delay' production to fix lhe problems, so, for months, production of non
working, or barely working, machines staggered on in the hope that lhe cuslomers would accept the QL
as il was. There were directors completely unable to accepl that, with a f400 price tag, the QL had to
be, nol just as reliable as, but significantly more reliable than the Spectrum.

31st of October and 1st of November
2009 - Luzern, Switzerland

When I first heard of the show in Lucerne {Luzern)
that Urs Konig was planning in Lucerne {Luzern) I

knew this was another good excuse for a short
tax-deductable'holiday'. However lhere appeared
to be no-one coming from the usual flock of QL
traders. However Simon Goodwin fancied the
idea, and a group of the usual villains {Dilwyn &
Ann, Jochen & Andrea and Marcel) joined in.

loffered Simon a lift io Lulon airport on my motor-
cycle - one gels free parking in the short-lerm car
park! I was amazed he accepled as he burnt and
destroyed a shoe last time he rode pillion with me.

Simon though wanted to see lan Pizer in Geneva
as well - 200 miles or so from Lucerne, I worked
oul lhe cost of hiring a cal and it proved cheaper
allowing for a free stay at lan's for both of us, than
us going separately by public transport, Having

avoided the Villa Marias in Czechoslovakia and
Germany, I managed to book, by email, rooms in

the excellent looking and cheap guesl house "Villa

Maria' in Luzern. Despile her really awful tnglish,
and seemingly sluck capslock key it all looked
good. I also booked Easyjel and car hire very
simply. The car hire, at t30 a day was especially
good value.. fven betler Dilwyn and Ann were on
lhe same Easyiet flighl, so we negotialed a 'taxi'

fare to Lucerne. Switzerland have a brilliant lourist
trap. Molorways require a cheap t20 annual
vignelle. Tourists have to pay the same, but of
course only for the duration of their trip. .... or so
we thought (see lateil.
We arrived at Lulon in good time, especially as
we bypassed the good 30 minute car queue into
the airport. We had hand baggage only, but my
case strapped on my top box along with me and
Simon must have been quite a sight. On arrival al
Zurich, I could go straight to the car hire while
Dilwyn and Ann had lo wait for their hold
baggage. All was fine uniil we tried 1o escape
from the airporl. I had my motorcycle salnav on
the windscreen {using a suclion pad). That was
great but airports do not have addresses so the
way oul was a mite unclear We only had lo
navigale out of car hire and oul {using the free car
park ticket) twice! lt was complicated by the
satnav taking a long lime to find all those exciting
new satellite fixes. She {the Garmin voice)seemed
overjoyed announcing that we were in

Switzerland. I resisted Simon's ofler to find a

German voice! We did though set il to kilometres
which would help with speed limits {see later). I

musl say I find 'exit in 300 metres' an awful lot
more comprehensible lhan'exii in point four miles'.
Why on earth don't Garmin use yards like TomTom!

It was very appropriate that the emergency pack
in the booi of the car was branded Kdnig.
Anyway the 'laxi' evenlually set out with the
Welsh tourist fare to Lucerne. I had stored the
relevant roules in my Satnav and all was fine. I had
forgotled to buy a vignette, so avoided molor-
ways until Lucerne when we could ask at Dilwyn's
hotel. We arrived lhere in good time via the back
roads, and proceeded to help ourselves lo coffee

Urs Kdnrlg &Family - thanks for organising this evenf!



and biscuils in lhe unatlended reception. I also
reset the home page on their free internel
computer in the lobby to the QL-Mac show lalso
made a copy of a Luzern map on their
scanner/printer The receptionist arrived just as I

was doing this, and I thought her odd look was
because I was using her prlnter No such thing -

she thought I was the engineer she had called to
repair it!

Off lhen for Geneva driving at firsl in the wrong
direction. Satnavs, or al leasl mine, has no idea of
direction unlil one moves. Why don't they all

incorporate compasses? We had our first tourist
view of the lake and Luzern - a really magnificent
sight even (or maybe especially) through lhe misl.
'Look there is the lransport museum" said Simon,
so we knew where the show was. They had
sleam trains and the like in full view behind full

height glass windows. Why oh why do none of
the London museums {especially the science
museum) have such a display. You really don't
need to say whal it is, and it sells itself perfectly
A few seconds laler: Simon said "There is Villa

Maria'. As advised by Dilwyn's hotel, we stopped
at a garage to buy a motorway vignelte. As I was
sticking it to the windscreen, both of us noticed
lhere was one there alreadyl I expect the first
tourist hirer in January buys one and they leave it

there for lhe rest of the year thus defeating the
cunning governmenl tourist lrap. Amazingly the
garage refunded me, so our budget {sorry about
lhe car hire pun, and ours was Budget) was t20
better off.
Onward lo Geneva and a double flash at 110kph in

100kph roadworks - my fingers are still crossed!
The Satnav took us unerringly straight to lan's
door '....on the left". No matier it was on lhe rightl I

lhink the soflware assumed we were still in the
UK as it did the same thing at Dilwyn's hotel. We
should have chosen a German voice and
changed it to French in Geneva - maybe they
would have got it righl. ll was good to see lan

Pizer and his wife Eveline. I think the last lime was
at Q12000 in Portsmouth. He is quite frail now but
still pretty well, despite a balance problem..I hope
when I get to his age I will be anything like as
healthy in mind and body. I then realised we had
nol brought any contribution for the stay. I needed
lo get petrol anyway, and managed to stop [veline
coming with me, although she then realised
exactly what I was planning. They said it was
impossible to find, and Eveline would look the
olher way. However my GPS had the petrolstation
in its database. The return was the really hard bit,

but again no problem. On reversing into his drive I

couldn't see a very low wall. I thought I was close
to the wheelie bins so drove very slowly and

touched the wall. lt is amazing how invisible the
white marks were when I painled them with a

black marker pen! Why don't all cars have
bumpers like my Volvo - so solid lhey once wrote
off a snazzy BMW lhal drove inlo the back of it,

and there was no mark of any sort on my car!
lan had a new lphone but could not get an internet
connection using his wifi. lgot a connection to the
wifi rouler from my Macbook and an lP address,
but no DNS. I correctly guessed the router lP

address and the login yes 'admin' and no
password. DHCP was set OK, as the assignment
of lP address suggested. lt was set lo lhe latest
protocol - WEPI There was nothing else on offel
so it looked like the rouler was simply too old.
However I lound another very buried seclion,
where it offered Sef up wireless. This I followed
and all the prolocols were there, including the
WPA2 I wanted. 'What password do you want,
lan?". I will not expurgate the rest as it will spoil a
later joke, bul I doubt il anyone will wanl to drive
to outside ian's to use his wifil "Chinese' he said.
'No that is too simple - we need another word" so
he chose fondue. Perfect we thought, there
cannot be any such dish {see lateil. .... and of
course the wifi then operated perfectly. ll is quite

odd that modern systems cannol now cope with
WEP fJochen cannot wilhstand to add two
comments; first, all of fhe devrces I know still
understand WEP ... lhe lphone is the only one I

know which cannot handle it knother ilem on lhe
list of fhings it can't do, which you take far
granted) ... but maybe Apple adds it lafer sells it
as a great feature - who knows, as they keep
doing lhis with other "fealures" which are
standard on olher phones for years. As for the
WPA2 password - here I'm puzzled as I
remember that my roulers forced me lo use al
least 8 characfers, and "fondue" is definitely
shorterl.
The drive back to Villa Maria was lotally unevent-
fuland we took the lasl parking place. As we sus-
pected from their website, it was quite OK, had
free wifi (which worked) and a good view of the
lake.
... and so to the show. I expect others will properly
describe il so I will say little. We missed Urs'hour
introduction. so he gave a quick 5 minute sum-
mary lust for us. There was a very snazzy over-
head computer screen prolector and Marcel even
nelworked a machine to show demos in a

Window {How did you do that Marcel? - I meant to
ask). There were very interesting history lessons
on Apple and DoS/Windows and a preview of
Windows 7. I am nol sure how that crept in but it
was interesting. lts new search is a pretty slraight
copy of the Apple Spotlight, including the icon!



Verkehrshaus Luzern from oulside

View at the exhibilion {lrains to the lefl, traffic signs righl)

Dilwyn described his Launchpad, and I think we
were all impressed that his very good icon-rich
windows were all coded by him. The view of the
lake and Lucerne was magnificent, bul Urs often
had to operate the motorised shullers to allow the
screen to be seen. Adjusting the room lights
lhough was a mighty hard job. Marcel closed lhe
show with a talk on his life with QPC. I didn't
realise he wrole the first version when he was 14.

It was only a partly working beta, but people
demanded to buy it. He didn't have a good clas-

Anton Preinsack from Vienna explai,ning fhe AMIGA history
He seems to be infected by the "QL virus" now..

sical education, and called the next version 'alpha'.

This first encounter with the buying public forced
him to bring it into production. lt shows the power
of the user Without ihat encouragement, maybe
we would never have seen il brought to life.

Marcel's atlilude toward the project is perfectly
demonslrated by his introduction of TCP/IP -"just
for fun". lt was pleasing to see a thread in ql-users

mailing list where someone had missed his earlier
email and wanted to try it, A few simple lines of
basic downloads a web page. Now who is going
to write the QL browser? (8-)#
Simon and I escaped on Saturday to play in lhe
lransport museum - thanks Urs for the half price
tickets. lt was interesting to see the technology
from a Swiss viewpoint. Anyone would have ima-
gined from the early flight exhibit that the Piccard
brothers were the leading lights. There was less
mention of the Wright brotherslThere were plenty
of Swiss planes and space modules, but no sight
of the Swiss navy. We unforlunately decided to
leave the lrains for Sunday, but didn't manage to
see them. Simon and I managed to crash a lie'
upon early plane mock-up {Wright brothers), but I

Dllw y n dernonstrates L aunchp ad Marcel explarining lhe hislory of QPC



Of course, lhere were Macs, other Sinclair producls (lrke

lhe ZX 81 and ZX Spectrum in working condition, bul also
compulers like the Thor)

lhink we were expected to, and it was only a
computer demonstration, although pretty realistic.

Oulside there was a brilliant giant mosaic of old
motorway signs. .... so Zug is near Lucerne. Hea-
Iher an alto in my church choir had moved there a

few years ago, but I didn't know her address.
On Saturday evening we all met in a restauranl for
a meal. This was our first wallel-opening view of
the real Swiss world, and I was struggling to find
anylhing remolely affordable. Up to then we had
not had lo spend any real money. The only thing
cheaper in Switzerland was petrol. There was
only one chicken dish - wings in a red sweet and
sour sauce I hale sweet and sour sauce. I couldn't
afford a steak at about t35. I settled for what was
clearly a tourist pauper's menu {as did everyone
around me). I had two tiny meat burgers tasting
only of Maggisauce, some boiled rice, and, yes, a
sweet red sauce. That cost about t12.50. Dilwyn
told us about the hot water they gave him and
Ann with some uncooked meat and vegetables in

a hilltop restaurant. lt cost over [60. They called it,
wait for il, a Chinese Fondue {see earlier). Blow
Simon and I walked back to Villa Maria leaving
Marcel (our third man in the room) at the
restauranl. I said I would text where I had put the
outside door key {'Under rh shrub pot' - referring
to my phone's sent folder), We though completely

missed Villa Maria first time round. 'Seems a long
way".'lsn't that the lransporl museum?'
The show finished at 5:30 and Simon and I set off
for Zurich with our brilliant souvenir rucksacks,
with a show emblem made and sewn on by Urs -

thank you Urs. Firsl thing though was to get a
good car wash. The car hire had already said they
could not sign off a dirly ca[ and I had the
scrapes. 0n the way we went over Zug {Hallo
young Heather wherever you are - but that is

King and I not Sound of Music - apologies to
Oscar Hammerslein).and arrived in Zurich. 'Lets

not go straight to the airport but look for a nice
localrestaurant". We first filled with petrol, and then
found ourselves right in the middle of a commer-
cial area. Not a sign of food. After maybe 30 minu"
les we found a street absolutely sluffed full of
restaurants including a VEGEIARIAN one espe-
cially for Simon. Yippee. I parked but then realised
we were too tight for time, so off to the airport,
Budget signed off our sparkling waxed clean car
and we had a pretty good and not too expensive
pizza each, We then had what seemed plenty of
time lo go through security No such luck, as it
was a 20 mrnute journey including a train, I also
had too complicated a bag for them and they had
to separale everything and I was laken away lo a

dark room to be frisked I thought maybe they
were going lo strip search mel I arrived at the
Easyiet gate a good 10 minules after it closed, but
there was a long queue. Phew
We made it back on time, it was dry, and the
motorcycle was there and happy. Simon though
had mislaid his wallet, and needed petrol. He had
only cash, but maybe the Aylesbury slations were
automalic only at 22:30 on a Sunday. I filled up his

car from my spare petrol can, and he seems to
have made it home.
Well done to Urs for organising an excellent show
in an excellent venue, and he and the local user
group paid the bills for the venue.
We may allbe meeting again next summer in Vienna.

Does this remind you of somelhing..?



One of the most useful enlries lo the QDOS or
SMSQ/I operating system for an assembler pro-
grammer is |O-EDL|N. This is a Trap u3 call with
D0 = 4 which allows a line of characters to be
edited. However Andrew Pennel, in his guide to
lhe QL operating system, The Sinclair QDOS
Companion, so!s:
"This r's potentially a very useful trap, but is
tricky lo use."

I have used this trap in several programs but I had
a hard time getting it to work so I agree with Pen-
nel. While adding items lo Norman Dunbar's useful

QDOSMSQ Wiki, described in QL Today Vol 13

lssue 4, I looked more carefully at IO-EDLIN so
that I could describe it properly and realised that
although my programs which used it worked, it
was more by good luck than good management.lt
was clear that I had not fully understand the trap's
working.

Since others may also find lhe trap lricky I thought
it might be useful to set out what I have found.

The definition of any piece of code in an operating
system serves two purposes. Firsl it shows lhe
system programmer what must be coded. Second
it shows an application programmer how to use it.
These are lwo different purposes and in the
particular case of lO-tDLlN lthink the definition as
it appears in all the places I have looked in has
suffered as a result.

System Program mer's View
Whal IO-EDLIN must do is to arrange for a string
of characters lo be edited by a user pressing
keys. The editing must allow the addition and
deletion of characlers, the positioning of a poinler
to any character in the line and, finally, to the ac-
ceptance of the string. How should this be done?
The string must exist somewhere. Hence the need
for a bulfer in RAM. Also the changes to the
slring must be mirrored on the screen. Thus we
need a CON channel to be opened and we need
a pointer to the buffer

We can now see more clearly what the syslem
programmer musl do. He musl read in one charac-
ter at a time from the CON channel and act accor-
dingly A lefl or right arrow key musl move a poin-

ter lo the current character in the slring to the left
or to the right with the proviso thal the pointer
must have a value between 0 and n, where n is

the currenl length of the string, The value 0 will
mean ihal the pointer is on the first character and
the value n will mean that the pointer is one
positron to the right of the end of the string.

When a characler is erased, all the characters to
its right must be moved one position to lhe left.
When a characler is added the all the characters
from lhal posilion to the end of the string have to
be moved one character to the right. All this must
be mirrored on the screen. One implication of all

this is lhat the position of the cursor on the
screen must be at the same character as the
pointer in the bulfer Thus when a set of charac-
ters is moved in lhe buffer lhose characters must
be printed to the screen at the current cursor po-
sition. When lhat has been done lhe cursor must
be relurned to that position.

There is one other value that the system pro-
grammer needs. That is the size of the buffer
olherwise it would be possible to input an un-
limited number of characlers with potentially disas-
trous results. When one of the characters, INTER,
LIFT or RIGHT is typed, the end of the string is
signalled. For SMSQ/E the character tSC is al-

lowed loo as a terminalor The terminating charac-
ter will form part of the string. This means that the
lenglh of the string itself must nol exceed the
length of the buffer less one. Altempts lo make
the string longer must cause the routine to exit
with a buffer overflow error

Having seen what the system programmer has to
do, we can see what he musl demand as initial
parameters. These are,

- The position of the buffer Al.L points to the
tND of the string.- The length of the buffer D2W is the buffer's
size {in bytes}.- The current length of the string DlW is the
string length {n}- The current pointer in the string D1T0P {a

value from 0 to n)- The lD of the CON channel A0.L is the lD- D1T0P is the high word of Dl

From this the system programmer can see lhat
start of the buffer is at address ALL ' DIItV The
end of the buffer is A1.L-D1.W + D2.W

The pointer to the character in the buffer is given
in D1TOP



The system programmer will assume lhat the cur-
sor on the screen is positioned on the same cha-
racler as in the buffer lt is up to the application
programmer to see lhal this is so. Help to the
application programmer is provided here because
when it slarts |O-EDLIN prints the end part of the
line from the position given in D1TOP |O-EDLIN
lhen resels the cursor to its original position. You

will recall thal that operation is one lhat is needed
inside the trap.

Appl ication Program mer's View
Let us suppose that we want the string
"ram1-prog'to be edited by,

Please edit: ranl-prog
Firsl the characlers 'raml-prog'musl be put in a
buffer of length 40 bytes say.

Second the characters 'Please edit, " are printed
to a CON channel whose lD will be put in A0. At
this stage the cursor position in the CON channel
will have x-position 13. However it is now at the
place where the string"raml-prog"will be printed.

The position to be set in D1TOP would be 0 to
signal the start of the string, not 13. lf IO-EDLIN is
activated with this information, "raml*prog' will be
printed to the screen and the cursor will be at the
start of that string. By moving lhe arrow keys the
cursor on lhe screen is now movable from the
beginning to just after the end of the string.

It is also possible for the application programmer
lo arrange to print out lhe whole of the string
himself instead of allowing lO-tDLlN to do il in

which case DIfOP must be set to 9 {the length of
the string). When IO-EDLIN is activated now, il will
print no characters and the cursor will remain at
the end of lhe string.

lf the application programmer wants the position
of the cursor on the screen to be on the "p" of
"prog" he will have to print "raml-' on the CON
channel and set D1TOP to 5. This will cause
IO-EDLIN to print the remaining characters and
set lhe cursor on the screen to the character'p'.

Trapping Overflow
Buffer overflow can only occur when the current
length of the string is equal to one less than the
buffer length. ln that case overflow will actually
occur if a character other than a lerminator is
typed.

lf the application programmer does nol arrange to
trap buffer overflow then the results can be un-
predictable. I would suggest that the simplest

thing to do when buffer overflow is detected is to
resel lhe string to just before the extra character
was lyped and re-enter |O-EDLIN. This can be
done by prinling the whole of the string {of length
D2.W - 1) to the screen and by setting DIIOP and
D1.W to D2yV - 1. ln this way lO-tDLlN carries on
with the cursor being lust afler the end of the
slring. lt would be useful loo lo emit a sound to
indicate to the operalor lhat something was
wrongly typed but that is up to the programmer
At any rate the editing can now continue.

Final Comments
Pennel slates that "on relurn there is no way of
finding out where the cursor was when the edit
terminaled". On the other hand Opie, in QL
ASSTMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING, SayS

that D1 will have been updated. That is certainly
true with SMSQ/E.

ln fact, during lhe operation of IO-EDL|N, after
each keypress the contents of both D1 and A1 are
updated. For a left or right arrow key the value of
D1TOP is decreased or increased by one. For a

delelion left, DIIOP DIIiV and 41 are all reduced
by one. For a deletion of the character under the
curso[ D1TOP is unaltered, lf a character is added,
all three of D1I0P D1W and A1 are increased by
one,

lf a terminating character is pressed, it is added to
lhe end of the slring, not to the place where
DifOP currently points. The value of DilOP re-
mains unaltered, but the values of DIIIV and A1 are
both increased by one.

Thus the final position of lhe pointer to lhe
character in the string can indeed be found from
lhe relurned parameters. ll is in D1TOP The posi-

tion of the cursor on the screen is DilOP charac-
ters from the screen cursor posilion of the start of
the slring. This position in the window could be
found anyway by using the trap SD-CHENQ.

I think the main reason for lhe trap's apparent
lrickiness is the confusion arising from lhe defini-
tion of the parameler in D1TOP Although "cursor

position'may be clear enough to the system pro-
grammer coding lhe trap, it can be very confusing
to the application programmer The true x-value of
the screen cursor position is only the same as the
value in DIfOP if the string is printed at the siart
of a line rather than somewhere in the middle of
the line. lt might have been better to define the
parameter in D1TOP as the "character pointer"and
to add a nole saying that the cursor on the
screen should be set to be on the character to
which lhe "characler pointer" points.



25 years have gone by since the launch of the QL.

More than one person has suggested that I should wrile a little something to celebrate the occasion.
This seems to me a bit strange. I am well aware that the launch of the QL was nol as disaslrous as the
sinking of the Titanic or the 2004 lndian Ocean Tsunami. Bul celebrate it? Strangel

So rather than describing the development of Domesdos {lhe earlier name for QDOS), I thought I would
look back at all the progress thal has been made in system software, and, in particular personal compu-
ter systems over lhe past 25 years.

To appreciate the progress made, it is necessary to wind back the clock to 1983, the year that the
ZX83 was not launched. Much has akeady been written about this rudderless project that started out as
a development of a portable version of the Spectrum {2X82) and ended up as a quantum leap into the
void, so I willnot repeat, confirm or deny il here. I will just try lo give the background.

Then I shall describe where Domesdos wenl after the ill timed launch of lhe QL which was just a black
shadow of the planned ZXB3.

Finally I shall give my own view of the progress made in workstation operaling systems since 1984

ln the beginning
The QL started as the ZXB3, a developmenl of the ZXB2, The impetus to create a new operating sys-
lem lor il came from the decision lo replace the trusty ZB0A microprocessor by a cut down MC68000.
This 'sexy'32 bit microprocessor obviously needed something more impressive than the old speclrum
software and Sir Clive decreed that it should have a 'version of Unix that works". Later on, other require-
ments were added.

Depending on your point of view the resulting syslem was a major breakthrough and oulstanding suc-
cess or it was a totally disastrous devianl.

For those who were not around at the time the idea of a "version of Unix that works"must seem bizarre.
Surely, all versions of Unix worked, didn't they?

Unix in 1983
Wellnot quite, Unix "sort-of' worked provided you did not try to use it. At the time, UNICS {and later Unix)
had been around for aboul 13 years, during which it had become legendary for its exceptional slowness
and quirkiness. Unix had three great atlraclions for academics - it was free and so did nol require a bud-
get - il was portable and so could be implemented on new platforms in not much more time than il
would take to re-write il from scralch, keeping lhousands of students off the streels - it was quirky and
so using it was a real challenge. The slowness was nol an attraction, but neither was it a serious pro-
blem in the academic world.

Unix however had offered a glimpse of a different idea of an operating system. lt was not so much what
it did, but what it mighl have been able to do in a world with unlimited computing powe[ and if il had not
been Unix. The problems were lhat computing power was not, is not and is not likely lo become unlimi-
ted, and Unix was Unix.

The ill-fated XENIX system should give an idea of the slowness of Unix. When this was launched (just

after the QL) on an IBM PC XT platform {about 4 times fasler lhan a QL with 10 times as much working
memory) one journalist coined the phase 'a brain dead version of Unix" - an epithet that sluck. But it
was not 'a brain dead version of Unix", il was a real Unix running on a desktop computer which lacked
the power of a $100,000 VAX {the favourile Unix platform of lhe period). A 2009 personal compuler is

several thousand times faster wilh several hundred times more memory, than a early 1980s VAX, so,
although Unix is still chronically slow this is not now as obvious.

The slowness of Unix was, howeve[ not the only problem, it also suffered from an operating system
interface that was, as the French would put it, bordelique and it had a well deserved repulation for
chronic inslability.



A Unixly chaotic operating system interface

The chaolic operating syslem interface was a direct result of a design choice made by the developers *

minimisalion of the number of operating system functions.

This minimisation of lhe number of operating syslem functions had three effects.

The initial eflect was that the real world had to be twrsted lo fit into the Unix minimalist world. For exam-
ple, the llo system was based on ihe paper lape reader I punch model' when console lio and a data

storage system were added, these had to be twisted to fit the paper tape model. While this had the
advantage of facilitating the implementalion of scripts {which are still fundamental lo the operation of a
Unix system), it had very serious consequences both for the primary use of the filing syslem (data slo-
rage and retrieval) and the interaclive use of lhe console. So the whole l/O system was all lurned onto
its head and everything was treated as a file, even if it was an interactive device, This made il even
more irrational.

The second effect was that anylhing other than lhe most basic functions had to be added on. This was
greal, everyone could have their own flavour of extended Unix - hundreds of different, incompatible
commercial and university versions and lhousands of privale versions. ls this really a good idea? The
developers and lhe academic esiablishmenl thought so - natural selection of the besl version was
obviously better that allowing a development group to impose an arbitrary choice.l did not find this such
an obviously good idea.

The third effect was that functions that could be implemenled simply and efficiently by a single opera-
ting system call were pushed out into C libraries where complex and inefficient routines had to make
large numbers of 'primitive" OS calls for each higher level funclion. Later this complex and inefficient
approach was elevated to a virtue. Minimalist operating systems inlertaces became"a good thing".

A Unixly unslable operating system

The instability of Unix was another concern. Just before the QL came into the world, Sun Microsyslems
was set up to exploit lhe nascent interest in Unix by making workslations using the most powerful

microprocessors then avaihbb {3M machines: 1 MIP 1 Megabyte, 1 Megapixel). These were sufficiently
powerful for lheir SUnOS version of Unix to seem comatose rather than brain dead. A greal innovation in
SUnOS was lhe fast boot process to recover from syslem crashes quickly. Paradoxically as one
reviewer pointed oul at the time, this made SunOS seem even less reliable than standard Unix, an
ordinary version of Unix taking five minules to bool could only crash 12 limes an hour whereas SUnOS

booting in less than a minute could crash 60 times an hour Even when Unix was noi crashing, lhe
reliability, in terms having a system that did what you wanted lo do rather than whal it wanted to do, was
not parlicularly good - lo quole Dave Mankinsl who slighlly misquoted Johnson, 'making Unix run

securely means forcing it to do unnatural acts. ll's like the dancing dog at a circus, but not as funny -
especially when rt is your files that are being eaten by the dog', evoking the propensity of Unix for
destroying your data even in the absence of deliberate attacks.

Sir Clive's "Unix lhat works"
Sir Clive's idea of a 'version of Unix that works"was, therefore, really rather revolutionary.

I interpreled 'that works" as meaning that it should be efficieni, reliable and with a rational operating
system interface to remove the three main Unix problems. Some people have always objected that a
'version of Unix that works' should have been efficient, reliable and with a standard Unix operating
syslem interface. However I took the view thal the standard Unix operating syslem interface was not
only a serious problem in itsell but also a barrier to making the system efficient and reliable.

There never was even an oulline specification for the new operaling system for the ZXB3, Sir Clive did
nol work thal way - he had an amazing capacity for delegation, for letting his 'chosen"lo get on with
the job and for accepting the consequences himself if it all went wrong. So what were to be the salient
points of a new operaling system for lhe 7XB3?

Unix Hater's Handbook http,//wwwsimson.net/ref/ugh.pdf



Single user with ore-emptive lime-sharing between tasks.

Unix was (and still is) a multi-user system. Allhough it was possible for a single user to pretend that he

was several users, this provided only limited multitasking wilh negligible interaction between tasks,
"native" pre-emptive muliitasking allowing operalions on shared dala structures was not to become
available for many years.

At a distance, il is difficult to imagine why pre-emptive time-sharing between tasks was thought to be a
good idea, but there was a group at Sinclair that was working on parallel systems, and they thought it

would be useful to be able to have a hundred programs running simultaneously, sharing memory for
simulating a massivefy parallel processing syslem. So one hundred application programs running

simultaneously became the target.

Maybe il was not such a bad idea. After all, this was something that you could not do using a $10,000
Apple Lisa, a $20,000 Sun workstalion or a $100,000 VAX'z and the typical Sinclair customer was an

enthusiast.

From a more mundane point of view, this did allow little features such as clocks to be implemented
without requiring the "main application" lo continuously call a function lo pass conlrol to another task. lt
did allow background communications tasks to receive and transmit data wiihout the"main application'
being affected. Bul, in itsell it could not direclly handle'switching'between applicalions. Why not?

Because, if you had two or more applicalions running simullaneously they could both be wriling lo the
display at the same time, which would you see? lf a user typed something, which application would get

the keystrokes? There were two reasonable solutions lo this problem' having only one application
"active' at a time {single task switching) or windowing - it being much easier to do both as in the early
Apple Mac.

Monospaced text l/0 on bit mapped disnlay.

This was lo become, possibly, the most disappointing feature of the QL software. There were reasons
for this being the obvious choice.

1. The display handling was all carried oul by a device driver that could be iand was, many times)

replaced, even while the machine was running. A graphical user inlerface {GUl), was, therefore, not
a baseline requirement.

2. The conventional schemas for implementing these GUls all placed a very heavy inierface burden

on applications, making it very dilficult to wrile soflware for the machine. Moreover Sinclair had

contracted Psion to port an office suite designed for the monospaced lext PCDOS environment.

3. Existing systems with GUls were, lo say the leasl, extremely limited and slow even with hardware

much more powerful than the QL.
4. The Sinclair compuler range had, from the slart been a 'inslant programming machine'. This is

lotally anti-GUl.

5. Time.

Device independeni filing system.

Not the Unix "everything is a file'syndrome, bul allowing, for example, data to be read from a storage
device as if it were coming from a console {a line at a time} and files to be read or written {handling file

lengih, properties and end of file) over a communications port as if you were accessing a storage
device, while providing a clear separation of dislinct input and output funclions.

Real-time hardware management.

The QL hardware was designed using wellestablished Sinclair principles' do nol do it in hardware if you

can do il in software. There was no queslion of trading off cosl against performance. The soflware had

lo respond lo a general interrupt, identify the interrupt source and transfer informalion to or from a
device driver or application in a handful of instructions - unlike any other PC or workstation, there was
no hardware buffering, FIFO or DMA.

Five years later contemporary reports on the spread of the Morris Worm estimated that 19BB VAXs running BSD Unix

were unable to handle more than 20 active processes.



Like mosl computer users and software developers at the time I had suffered from conventional opera-
ling systems I could undersland the potential of Unix but I did nol understand why it was so
exceptionally bad. lt was supposed to be simple, which should make it efficient, but ils slowness was
already legendary lt was supposed to be simple, which should have made it reliable, but it wasn't.

So, there I was, lhad a few months to turn Unix into a working system - a task that had defeated thou-
sands of developers who had been working on it for years - or had it?

The answer did not come in a flash, but when I finally got lhere, lhe answer was sirnple. The Unix lhat
we knew had nol been designed to work and the developers had nol been trying to make it work. This

Unix was the result of the applicalion of academic theories of no relevance to the real world.

The Why is easier to explain than the How

Why was Unix so bad?
That is very simple. Unix came from the academic world. Nobody's job was on the line. Whether it

worked or not ceased to be an issue afler the firsi version printed "Hello world". What was importanl
was the application of 'modern operating systems"theories. Al the time, the operating systems provided

by the major computer manufacturers had no theoretical basis - they were just cobbled together to
meel ad hoc requirements. On the other hand, the developers of lhese systems did not have cosy jobs

for life in research, so that if these syslems did not work, their developers would soon be looking for
new iobs. This was a fairly powerful incenlive in the days before employment protection.

As a scientist, {l have a certificale to say that I have a degree in physics, for what it's worlh) a sound
theorelical basis is something that I wholeheartedly welcome, but, being a pragmatist, I feel that having a
working system is far more importanl.

How did Unix get to be so bad?
What intrigued me in 1983, while the Unix story was still unfolding, was that the main platform for Unix

was the VAX series of computers. lt was all too obvious that the operating system running on these
VAXes just could not be lhe same as the UNICS that printed out 'Hello world"from a PDPT in 1970 - The
PDPT was about as powerful as a ZXBO. There was clearly something louche in this story that no-one
was owning up to The Unix we knew could never have even given an indication of working on a PDP7. I

managed to gel hold of some documents about the development of Unix, written by Dennis Richie,

amongst others, which shed some light on this anomaly. Although this is not the way it was pul in those
documents, il seems that Unix had been the victim of the upsurge in computer science that occurred
over a very short period from 1962 to 1965. At that time, the leading lights in computer science were
unanimous in their view of the future of computing: the near future {lhe i970s) of computing was enor-
mous lime-sharing syslems serving thousands of users. There was no possibility of building a single
computer powerful enough to serve lhousands of users - lhe natural consequence was that the future
was in "symmetric multiprocessing' with massive arrays or networks of thousands of processors work-
ing in parallel.

The lwo problems lo be addressed in lhis symmetric mulliprocessing future were managing the con-
flicts between different processors for shared resources and distributing the users'workloads between
the processors. The solulions to both problems had to be transparent and equitable ifor more details,

see "Modern Operating Systems", 1990 by Prof A. Tanenbaum, who still believed in these theories 25
years later).

The mulliprocessing model

There was a unified model of software execution (the "mulliprocessing" model) underlying the theories
that were developed to meet this challenge. I am not sure that this was ever explicitly defined, I think it
was just a private consensus. This model trealed all hardware configurations, single processor
compulers, multiple processor machines with shared memory, loosely coupled nelworks of computer
and any other imaginable configuration as being equivalent, presenting the same problems and
accepling the same solutions. Above all, it elevated"symmetry"to lhe stalus of an inviolable law



This was an approach that is very attractive' it provided solutions lhat were generalised and it promised

a sound, universally applicable theoretical basis for operating system development.

Unfortunately, the real world was and is ralher differenl. Problems of sharing memory that can occur on

tightly coupled processor systems cannol occur on a dislributed syslem with independent memory for
each processor: Likewise, solutions that rnake use of shared memory cannol be used if the processors

do not share memory.

I will not bore you with the almost endless list of real differences between different real hardware confi-
gurations that mean that, even where common problems can be identified, common solutions will be at

besl suboptimal and frequently totally unworkable on real systems. As a result, single processor

multitasking systems were considered to be iust a poor emulation of multiprocessor syslems and so
were required to emulale all lhe problems of these multiprocessor systems, even though these
problems were not inlrinsic to single processor systems.

The scenario was surreal. lt was as if an eminent group of transport engineers had set out lhe design
rules for future transport, This would mean that cars, lorries and trains could not have wheels, because
they are useless on water Ships could not have underwater propellers because roads are solid. Aircraft
would have to fly at ground level, because a ship or lrain taking off could be quite dangerous. The
generalised solution is, of course a hovercraft - a surface tland or sea) following airborne crafl. ln fulure,

all transport would by by hovercraft. This metaphor is not an exaggeration, quite the opposite. A
hovercraft at least has some useful applications, but I could nol see any evidence thal this mass of
1960s computer science theories could ever be applicable to any real system.

The surreal bit was not lhe theories themselves, but that, instead of being laughed into oblivion, they
were actually taken seriously and were still being taught as inviolable gospel truth to computer science
studenls. (25 years later this is still happening!)

Symmetrical multiprocessing

The unshakeabie, immutabfe, unconditional, belief in symmetry had ihree main sources.

The firsl was a naiVe idea of fairness that arose from the only form of computing envisaged; mulli user
time sharing systems. Symmetry should provide total fairness, but in practice it does not. Even the aim is

not very sensible' surely it is better that all lasks are compleled quickly if unfairly ralher lhan slowly and
equitablir

The second was a naiVe idea of simplicity ll was felt that it was simpler lo have all processors being
equal, and, lherefore, all programmed the same way lt is difficull to imagine that anyone could be so
narve as to believe that it would be simpler to have many processors each deciding which lasks were
to be executed and fighting over resources rather than having a dedicated controller But they did.

The lhnd was a simplistic idea of retiability. The model was thal of an ant colony lndividual ants can be
killed but the colony carries on regardless. The big fallacy is thinking that lhe loss of a processor does
nol matter - it does, lhe data being processed is lost and if it is your bank account that is lost, you

would think it mattered. The controller in a asymmetrical system is usually presented as a weak point. ll
is nol. A controller failure will not lose dala and il can provide recovery from individual processor failure

with a simpticity and reliability lhat would be unimaginable in a symmetric system.

MULTICS and UNICS

The first major altempt to put these symmetric multiprocessing theories into action was in the develop-
ment of the multi-user MULTICS operating system, The story of the MULTICS development project and
the subsequent atlempt by two of the MULTICS development team to salvage their amour propre by
developing their own system, UNICS, on the side, is now the stuff of legends. A thoroughly revised
anodyne history of the creation of Unix can be found in Wikipedia while another view can be found in
'Multicians strike back'u.

But the story I found in the 'original sources" was rather different. Quite a lot of passages in these
original sources were clearly unlrue. There was a categorical statemenl that 'fork" was the only

http:/lwwwmullicians.org/myths.html



MULTICS feature incorporaled in UNICS. MULTICS was designed as a set of concentric shells round a
kernel, UNICS was designed as a shell round a kernel {notice the similarity). MULTICS used a virtual
machine execulion modeland, as"fork"works by replicating a virtualmachine, UNICS also used a virtual
machine model {coincidence? I do not think so) and so on. MULTICS had an execulion model based on
processes, UNICS had one process and later versions mulliple processes {spot the difference).

I do not think that Richie et al were trying to mislead us, lhe striking similarities were probably more a
result of UNICS being designed using the sarne dogmas as MULTICS, by people who had worked on
MULTICS.

Despite this there were many differences (UNICS had, for example, separale"process space'and'files"
unlike the MULTICS combined process and file space), but, in their various descriptions, the authors poin-

ted out only one deliberate divergence from MULTICS: they abandoned ihe symmetric multiprocessing
of MULTICS with its associated problems of "competition for resources" and the 1960s theories for
dealing with these problems {including the synchronisation / mutual exclusion horrors). I could find no
suggestion anywhere in the documenls that mutual exclusion was omitted because the theories were
fundamentally flawed' the authors apparently regretted leaving it out - they did so only to simplify lhe
system so that it could be made to work.

lrepeat'simplify the system so that it could be made to work". That was lhe key, UNICS was designed
lo work, it was not designed on the basis of academic theories.

Furthermore, when UNICS was extended to handle more than one process at a time, mutual exclusion
was nol re-inlroduced into lhe kernel. The authors noted that UNICS worked despite the omission of
mutual exclusion, but they do not appear lo have considered the possibility that UNICS worked
because of the omission of mutual exclusion.

UNICS and Unix

Over the nexl few years UNICS became Unix and as it was ported to more and more powerful
computers, deveiopers slarted to put back into Unix ihose things lhai had been left out of UNICS - no
wonder that it hardly worked any more.

By 1983, Unix had appeared on a small nurnber of "execulive workstalions' (or rather executive toys)
such as the Three Rivers Perq and the Sun, although, at that time,"the industry"trealed Unix as a 1oke.
Most computer manufaclurers thought that their cuslomers would prefer lo have their payroll output
reliably and correctly every Friday rather than sit typing commands such as grep "\( [tr]he\> end" all

day. 0t as I heard it "How can you trust an operaling system whose commands sound like body
functions"{ps, sh, fc, grep, awk}. The main usage of computers at the lime was carrying out the same
operalions every day, week, monlh or yeal reliably and predictably - in other words, bodngly. Unix, on
the other hand, could do almost anylhing - and io make it even less boring, it did do almost anything,
regardless of what you might wanl lo do.

The starting point for Domesdos

Basic design criteria and philosophy

There were 5 basic design crileria for Domesdos

Compactness

Unlike most executive toy and personal computer operating systems, the self contained operating
system for the QL had to be residenl in a targel 16k ROM.

Efficiencv

It might seem obvious, but as the raw power of the QL was less than that of the first 1981 IBM PC, the
operating syslem needed to be efficient.



Reliabilitv

This might seem rather odd for a company like Sinclair which did not have an outstanding reputation for
the reliability of its products, but there were two reasons for this, although both would disappear before
the first machine was delivered. The first was that the operating syslem was to be delivered in ROM and
it was nol easily upgradeable. The second was that the machine was targeted at a more"professional"
market than earlier machines because Sir Clive did not want to be in the games market - he wanted to
be taken seriously.

Predictabilitv

The dominanl form of 'serious"on-line computing was connection to a multi-user timesharing mainframe.

This form of office working had created a new stress syndrome. A major contributing factor was the
annoyance or frustration caused by highly unpredictable response which varied from sub-second to
tens of seconds. The predictability of the response lo user actions had become major requirement.

Accessibilitv

The general philosophy of a mulli-user syslem {and this includes Unix} is of a reslricting system whose
primary aim is to restrict users access to prevent them taking control of the whole syslem. Domesdos,
however was to be an enabling system to maximise lhe accessibility of the system and hardware
functions for bolh specialists and hobbyists

Things to avoid in Domesdos

A good starting point seemed to be defining THINGS TO AVOID (the capitals are for fans of Terry
Pratchett's Discworld * to be spoken with a hollow dealh-like voice). These things to avoid were those
academically popular ideas lhal seemed to lead straighl towards complexity, poor or unpredictable
performance, fragility or any combination of these,

L Wilful ignorance

2. C programming language

3. Object oriented programming

4. Virtual memory / virtual machines

5. User based security

6. Synchronisation

7. Minimalisation

These THINGS TO AVOID are described in more detail in Box 1 and the means used to avoid them in
Box2.I did not realise at the time thal lhese things to avoid would become the objects of worship by a
narcissistic idolatry cult popularly known as the 'Computer Scienlists". I suppose that I should now call

them the'Seven Cardinal Sins of Syslem Design'.

Goodintentions...
The grand plans for a super operating system were derailed by a whole series of cornpromises required
to fit Domesdos into the world of the QL hardware, to support the Psion office suite written for a CGA
display on an MS DOS based IBM PC and 1o accommodate rapidly evolving in speciiicalions and target
markets.



Box 1 - Domesdos's things to Avoid
The seven cardinal sins of operaling system design as seen from 1983.

1 Wilful ignorance
ll should seem obvious that if you wish to build a system that works well and reliably, it is a good idea to know its
performance and know its limits rather than sticking bits together following a set of arbitrary (possibly inappropriate)
set of rules and hoping that it does the iob. Apparently, this is not obvious.

While a cerlain amounl of care is required to produce elficient code and there are some trade-ofls between effi'
ciency and code size, inefficiency comes mostly from not bothering to quantify the costs of operations and, there-
fore, wasling valuable resources through sheer laziness. Similarly a system is likely to have a very unpredictable
response if no effort is taken to evaluate worsl case (or worst likely case) behaviour

ln all the documents concerning the development of Unix, I did not find a single documenl with calculations of the
cost of any basic operating syslem function. The authors did not seek efficiency so Unix was inefficient by default.

ln all the mass ol i960s theories on'multiprocessing'I did not find a single typical or worst case cost calculation to
justify the complex mechanisms proposed for managing'compelition lor resources'or protecting'critical sections",
these theories relied on asserting the'obvious superiority' of something that was not obviously superior

2 C programming language
lf you are going to program a version of Unix, C would be the obvious language, would it not?

I was not convinced. The various documents I had found about the original versions ol Unix gave some very
interesting figures on timescales. lt appeared that the rewrite of Unix in C took less time than it took to write the
original version in machine code, but not by much, whereas rewriting a piece of software should take much less
time than writing from scratch {because you know exactly where you are going}. Furthermore, the first time the C
version of Unix was ported to another machine, it apparently took longer to adapt it than it had laken to write it for
the first time. On the face of it C wasted time rather than saving it.

C represenied a specific computer instruction set which was nol appropriate and, even worse, it was tied to the
Unix environment and concepts and, therefore,likely to induce typical Unix errors.

Finally it was so ilFconceived that, while it was possible to do really stupid things writing in machine code, writing in

C you could do really stupid things without even knowing it.

3 Object orienled programming

Obiect oriented programming is based on'encapsulation" a fancy term for hiding allthe dirty little tricks you do not
wish others lo know aboul inside a hard shell. Furthermore, rather than being explicit aboul lhe operations that are
carried out, and how they are done, every operation is implicit, abstract or both:programmers are not supposed to
know what goes in inside an object. The result is that nobody knows how a system created using object oriented
programming works because nobody is supposed to know. lt is all deep magic {when it works} or wilful ignorance
{when it does not) - a BAD IDEA.

To cap it all, all operalions using objects are stunningly ine{ficient. You need a byle of data from an obiect? lt should
take one machine instruction. With object oriented programming it takes at minimum tens of instructions and can be
severalhundred, just to make the system obscure.

4 Virtual memory and virtualmachines
These two concepts are entirely independent but, as both require a dynamic address translaiion unit (a unit that
converts the "virtual addresses" seen by an applications program into 'real memory addresses"), they are often
associated.

The supposed advantage of virtual memory was that it allowed the system to degrade more gently when there
was a shortage of memory allowing systems to use less memory This theoretical view is the result of a dramatic
oversimplification of memory allocation processes. Experience pointed to the opposite conclusion. For example, in
the late 70s when changing from IBM MVT (realmemory system) to MVS (virtual memory system) the main memory
had to be doubled in order to handle the same workload. This experience was repeated many times on many
dilferent systems.

The virlualmachine model is a fundamental part of the 1960s dogma for multi-user systems. The idea is that each
user'sees' a virtual compuler that is completely isolated from the virtual computers seen by all other users, thus
providing a naively simplistic security mechanism. This was, of course, lotally irrelevant to personalcomputer usage
where there is only one user and it had akeady be demonstrated to provide a fundamental security breach rather
than a security mechanism. The other main drawback to the virlual machine model is that most operating syslem
lunclions are concerned with transferring information to, kom or between tasks - while the virtual machine model
not only made systems more vulnerable, it made inter task communication bolh more complex and more costly.



5 User based security
ln 1983, the dominant form of 'serious' computing was time-sharing a multi'user central cornputer system. The
same scenario formed the basis of the 1960s multiprocessing lheories. For this type ol system, security was limited
to preventing individual users hijacking, using or corrupting oiher users' data. Oddly enough, UNICS, which was
designed as a single user system, had user based security concepts from the start. For a personal computer
(single user workstation) the multi-user problem does not exist, so there is no need for user based security
mechanisms. At best they are merely obstruciive and annoying while giving a false sense of security.

Unix had two separate user based security mechanisms, the 'process' model of program execution and ihe file
system owner/group/all and rool/notrool concepts.

Processes are closely related to virtual machines. As Unix type virtual machines are more of a security risk than a
security mechanism, the Unix process modelmerely makes a single user workstation more vulnerable.

The Unix owner/grouplall concept of file system security was almost unworkable on multi-user systems as il
assumed a strict hierarchy implying that each user belongs to only one group, and that only one group could be
allowed access to a file. For a workstation il was totally ineffective, where a machine has accessible file store media

{even if you need a crowbar to access it} or can be re-booled to a different operating system on a external drive,
removable medium or over a network; the only effective mechanism against data theft is file encryption (using
per-file keys NOT per-user keys) and there is no protection against data loss or destruction except for mirroring the
data on remote storage.

6 Synchronisalion
ln the 1960s a whole edifice of theories was built up on the basis of using synchronisation as a means of providing
rnutual exclusion to resolve access conflicts between 'processes". ln fact this was misleading. The theories were
nol concerned with resolving the conflicts themselves, but concerned with resolving the problems arise when
mutualexclusion is used to try to deal with these conflicts.

This created a self-sustaining spiral. The basic mutual exclusion theories simply made the underlying problems
worse, which led to the development of synchronisalion theories which exacerbated the problems of mutual
exclusion which led to more theories...

ln conventional systems, synchronisation mechanisms had also been adopted for signalling between tasks, for
example indicating that data was available for processing. This too had proved to be the source of many
fundamental system design problems.

Avoiding synchronisation and all its associated nasties was, therefore, a primary design aim.

7 Minimalisalion
The concept of minimalisation is associated with ihe'less is more" and'worse is better'system design philosophies
that developed in the 1970s and eighties to iustify increasing idleness and incompetence.

The principle is that by minimalising the operating system functions, the complexity is pushed into the application
programs, making it simpler and easrer to design the operating system.

ln praclice the effect of this approach is rather different. As an operaling system should not just be considered to be
a set of core functions but the whole of the support for the applications programs, minimising lhe core functions
has the effect of increasing the complexity and size of the"higher level' functions providing applications support.

It becomes even worse when the minimalisation is compromised. A real minimalist approach to reading data is lo
treat input from any device of any type as a stream and have just one 'non-blocking" operating system call to read
a either one byte or a given number of bytes from the stream. As the callreturns rmmediately whether the read is
complete or not, then this call can be used for both checking for input and reading from a file. To read any data that
was nol instantly available, the program would have to cycle in a tight loop retrying the call, which in most cases
would be unnecessarily complex and inefficient.

The first typicalminimalist compromise was to provide two calls: a {non-blocking) call to test whether there is data
available and a (blockinglcall to read a fixed number of bytes from the stream.

This did not solve the problems. lt did not allow {or keyboard input where the user may type characters and then
edit them before hitting ENTER. This meant that the minimalist approach was then further compromised by
introducing switches changing the behaviour of lhe read bytes function depending on the device and how the
application wished to interact with it, increasing the system complexity significantly.

The end result is that compromised minimalisation not only makes applications programs and application support
soflware inevitably more complex ihan providing an appropriate range of core functions, but the minimalised core
functions themselves are very likely to be more complex than more complete set of regular core functions.



Box 2 - Avoiding the things to avoid 1

1 Avoiding wilful ignorance
All the Domesdos system data structures were completely defined {with provision for expansion}before any part of
the system was coded.

ln design, the execution time of all critical sections of code was calculated lor both typical and extreme scenarios.
For example, the scheduler design was fixed when it was able to schedule 100 application programs, active or
waiting lor l/O, wiih a worst case overhead of 5006 of the processor time. The perlormance of the system was
known before it was coded.

All timing critical services interfacing directly to the hardware had known worst case timings.

2 Avoiding C programming language
Convenlionally, operating systems had usually been written in assembler {a family of programming languages based
directly on the machine's instructions' one line of assembler translates into a single instruction). Unix was a notable
exception.

Domesdos was not, howevet written in machine code or assembler lt was written in pseudo code (the fancy name
for any representation of a program using rules that are made up as you go along) which was then'hand compiled'
even though hands had nothing to do with it.

This ensured that the implementation was not constrained by the
programming language.

3 Avoiding obiect orienled programming

limitation and peculiarities of C or any other

Any one with a knowledge of the principles of object oriented programming looking at the structure of Domesdos
might think that the attempt to avoid object oriented programming had lailed completely: every item in memory
including iobs, could be considered to be an instance of an object complete with constructor destructor and a
variety ol methods and properlies,

A channel to a file, for example, could be considered to be an instance of a 'file channel' object which added file
speci{ic methods and properties {position, flush, etc.) to the melhods and properties {read, write, etc.}inherited from
the'l/O channel'obiect which itself inherited basic methods and properties (create, destroy ownership) from the
'memory"object.

The Domesdos approach was, howeve[ very different. Domesdos used 'data design', a slightly earlier concept
which, because of its simplicity, found little favour with academics. Most programming languages are algorithmic or
proceduraland not particularly concerned with data. Obiecl oriented programming is the apogee of the procedural

approach as the data is completely inaccessible.

Data design was a programming approach that took, as its basis, the primordial value of data and the relative
insignificance of procedures and algorithms. This is not an ideal approach for calculating the value ol Pl or drawing
fractals but, then, as now most computing outside research laboratories was concerned with data handling ralher
than intensive calculation.

The principle of dala design was that data structures should be designed to be well defined for all possible states.
For example, rather than writing an algorithm or procedure for suspending a job, lhe executing and suspended
slates of the "job controldata struclures"are first defined and then the code for suspending a job'writes itself'.

There are similarities between the Domesdos use of data design and some of the aims of object oriented
programming. A 'file channel block' had all the data structure of a basic 'llo channel block', so that all code that
could operate on an'l/O channelblock'could also operate on a"file channelblock'. Likewise, an 'llO channelblock'
had all the data structure for a 'memory block", so that allcode that could operale on an'memory block'could also
operate on an "l/O channel block'and a "file channelblock'.
There are also maior differences. Because the data blocks in Domesdos were defined explicitly, the Domesdos file
system device driver (privileged code) could not only access the file channel block defining a 'channel" from the
application to a file, but also the associated filing syslem block (shared between all files open in a particular filing
syslem), the associaled physical device block {shared belween all filing systems on a disk} the associated disk
interface block {for all disks on a particular bus)and the operaling system block which held all information common
to applications, device drivers and hardware.

This simplicity led to ridiculous accusations that the system was unsa{e, an error in the privileged device driver
would not necessarily be contained. This is absolute nonsense based on the academic view that reliability is a

maiter of keeping the system going regardless of how much damage is being done 1o the data. An error in the filing
syslem willdestroy daia: the system will be broken whether or not other system struclures are damaged. lntrusive
coniainment measures simply increase the complexity and, therefore, the increase the probability of there being
errors while reducing the probability that those errors willbe detected.



The data design principles used in Domesdos, therefore, provided the use{ul features o1 object oriented
programming in an open, clear explicit, efficient, natural way instead of the closed, obscure, implicit, ine{ficient, object
oriented way.

4 Avoiding virtualmemory and virlualmachines
Avoiding virtual memory was not difficult as lhe hardware did had neither dynamic address translation nor fast
backup storage. The memory management strategies used did not, however preclude the use of virtualmemory
It would have been possible to implement a virtual machine memory model, by shuffling the contents of memory on
every task switch, but as this would merely have added to the inefficiencies inherenl in the virtual machine model, a
realaddress memory model was implemented.

5 Avoiding user based security
The Domesdos application task model was based on the classic '1ob' concept. I have seen Domesdos iobs
described as processes, but they certainly are not. lf you were trying to be contentious, a Domesdos job couid be
described as combining all the advantages of Unix processes and Unix threads while avoiding the drawbacks of
either But I will not describe them that way as Unix enthusiasts are not noted for their sense of humour

Although the hardware did not support any form ol prolection against accidental or deliberate corruption by one
task of the data belonging to another Domesdos did have a rights system in the form of 'ownership'and'usership".

This rights system could have been enforced if appropriate hardware had been available. The 'ownership" and
'usership' of dala and program memory blocks made the system self-cleaning provided that tasks did not abuse
the rights system.

A Domesdos tob has its own code base and data space. lt can spawn independent jobs having no access to the
spawning job's code base and data space {like processes). lt can spawn dependent jobs which, by virlue of the
separation of "ownership'and 'usership" rights, may have their own code base and data space {like processes but
unlike threads) and may access their owner's code base or data space (unlike processes bui like threads).

As user rights to files on a workstation are completely unenforceable, files were not flagged with user rights. Per
file encryption, which would have been the only effective data protection mechanism, was considered too complex.

6 Avoiding synchronisation
The earliest versions of Unix did not use synchronisation mechanisms for dealing with access conflicts; they relied
on operating system calls being atomic unless voluntarily suspended. For applicaiion programs, where a response
time of some tens of milliseconds is adequate, this is an simple, efficient and safe approach and it was used to a
cerlain extenl in Domesdos.

It is, howevel unsuitable for dealing with contention for access to shared data structures belween interrupt servers
and other software. Rather than using invasive mechanisms such as disabling interrupts to protect "critical sections'
oI even worse, using symmetric synchronisation mechanisms, Domesdos implemented a range of asynchronous,
asymmetric access mechanisms. For example, i{ an interrupt server needs to release a scheduled task, it can do it
at any time, even while the scheduler is in the process of rescheduling, without any lost events or any precautlons
being required in the scheduler code or the interrupt code to prevent access conflicts. These mechanisms do not
have any 'critical sections' and sq in Domesdos terminology, they were called 'intrindcally safe'. These
mechanisms were developed specifically for Domesdos but some of the ideas were partly based on the concepls
for asynchronously updating distributed dalabases that were being developed by the systems group al the
CADCentre, my previous employer

Synchronisation mechanisms were also avoided when flagging completion of asynchronous processes such as
transmitting or receiving data on an l/0 port. Fvents {intrinsicatly safe} were used instead.

7 Avoiding minimalisation
Rather than seeking to minimise the operating systems interfaces, Domesdos sought to regularise the interface by
providing a broad, coherent set of basic functions. Using a simplistic analogy, the broader the base, the more stable
the edifice built on it.

The best example was the l/O sub-system. For reading data, separate calls were provided for testing, reading a
single byte, reading a 'line', reading a string ol bytes and unbuffered direct reads. There was no arbitrary 'blocking I
non- blocking' behaviour on individualcalls' all calls had a timeout parameter from 0 to 10 minutes (or wait forever)
whether or not a timeout had any sense for a particular call.

Because of this regularity, and because the operating system itself handled the timeout, buffering and event
signalling, wriling a comprehensive lO device driver for Domesdos was much easier than writing a primitive lO
device driver for Unix or even MSD0S {or at least it did seem that way to me * some accurate documentation
would have been a help ior othersl).



Here is parl two of QL-Aided Design. ln the
previous article the values for the volume control
nelwork were found by lhe QL. This article deals
with the resistor/capacilor network attached to
two taps on the conlrol to give lone compen-
salion depending on the volume setting.
Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram of the control.
This is taken from an article entitled 'A Two-Tap
Bass and lieble Compensated Volume Control'by
William O. Brooks published in Audio Engineering,
August 1951, pg. 15. VR1 is the chain of resistors
whose values were found by the first program.
This article deals wilh the program to calculale
the capacitor values lor C2 and C4. Their values
need to be calculaled for differing total resis-
tances of VRl.
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The bass boost
is given by Cl,
R4 and C3, R5.
These remain
fixed and do not
need altering for
different poten-

;t

The formula for calculating the reaclance of a

capacitor is,

1

X" = --------" ZPIJC

We already know the frequency, Pi multiplied by
two and the reactance value so if the formula is
juggled then the QL can find the mystery value of
capacitance for us.

1

2PiJXc

Here is the program itself. lt has many similarities
to lhe volume controlprogram and again is written
using SMSQIE in High Colour mode running under
QPC2. Figure 2 shows the background image loa-
ded into channel 7. As with the previous article
the image was created wilh Adobe Photoshop
Elements. The two picture inserts were scanned
from lhe original arlicle in Audio tngineering. Dil-
wyn Jones's website provided the Helvetica fount,
wwwdilwyn. me. u k/fonts/index. htm I

My copy of the Helvetica fount was in a file called
FONTVIEW-ZIP (which I downloaded a few years
ago).

Lines 180 to 250 form a loop to input and check
lhe resistance value of the polentiometer Lines
390 to 560 calculate and print the values on
screen. Note the use of OVER 1 to ensure that the
lext is printed on a transparent strip so as not to
spoil the background image.

top

<R3) tiomeler resis-
tances. The fre-
quency around
which Cl and C3
work is 4OOHz

(lhe turnover frequency). When the reactance
(resistance lo a.c currenl) of C1 equals the
resislance of R4 the turnover frequency is
400H2. Above 400H2 lhe reaclance decreases
thus pulling down the vollage al the junclion of
R4, C2 and C4 and attenualing the treble. Below
400H2 the reaclance of Cl increases effec-
lively boosting the bass. R4 helps to limit the
effects of Cl which on ils own would have too
big an effect on ireble frequencies. C3 and R5
perform the same bass boost function
on the lower tap of the conlrol.

The tapping points are fixed at one third
and one sixth of VRl's total value. With
differing values of VRl the resistances
between them will change. The lurnover
frequencies for treble compensation are
3500H2 tar C2 and 5000H2 for C4.

A value for C2 needs to be found whose
reactance is equal to that of 

-lbpRes 
{R1)

when the frequency is 3500H2 and
similar for C4 and MidRes {R2} when
frequency is 5000H2.

]J
Bo€boD tap

I
lnFut

I

I

vRl
0ulpuh
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10 REMark June 2007
20 I.IMON2: 0PEN #7,eon: COLAUBLA, #7

Open a centred window on channel V 6A% screen width by 50% screen herghf with a light blue
backgraund.

J0 Centre*ser 7,60,50: PAPER #7, $84C6: rNK #7,0: CLS #7: B0RIER #7,L,255
40 LET Pie$= t'w in2_Sbas ie_Loudness_Control-bnp't
/', mt Fntlength=FlEN(_fOU$tS_:lelvetiea_fnt)
47 LET gase=gtCHP(Fnttength)

Replace the default QL fount with the Helvetica fount and apply ta channel T.

48 IAYTES uinJ*F0UNTS*Ilelvetica-fnt, Base
/+9 CHAR*USE #7,Base,O
50 REPeat start
60 B!,lP8t0AD #7, Pic$: INK #7,0

Load the background picture into channel T.The image is 615 x 350 pixels.

170 REMaTK -- GET RTSISTANCS --
180 REPeat GetRes
190 Blank*line 7,35,1
200 AT #7135,1: INPUT #7;"Resistance of Potentiometer in 0hns? r';RPot

2A5 tJ;I RPot=IN?(RPot)

Limif values to belween 470A0 ohms and 2 milhon ohms.

210 IF RPot >46999 AND RPot {-2E6 TIIEN EXIT GetRes
220 LI #7,36,!: PnINT #?;rfMust be greater than 46999 Ohns and less than or equal to 2 Megohns"
240 Blank-line 7,35,1
250 END REPeat GetRes
375 BLerr&*Line 7,35,0: Blank-line 7,36,0
380 REMark -- Sil01{ R S{ILTS --
390 0vER #7,1

Find one thrd of the total potentiometer resislance flbpTap) and lhe value of Rl (TopRes) whrch is in
parallel with C2.

/r50 LEf, Toptap=f{p61x . 33 : T,ET TopRes=RPot-Toptap

Find one sxth of lhe lotal potentiometer resislance BotTapl and the value af R2 Mid) which is in
parallet with C4.

4:f wr BotTap=Rps1x.767: LET Mid=Toptap-BotTap
460 IET FTop=3536' LET FBot=5000: LET s=2xPI
170 LET C2=1/ (wxTopRes*flfop) xu12
47 5 LEf C4=1/ (wxMidt(I8ot) xlEl-2

Print the results for C2 and C4 rounded up to the nearest whole value with no decimal p,aces.

480 AT #7,2'50: PEINT*USING #7r"CZ=####. pFt',C2
490 AT #7,3,50, PRINT-USING #7,ttCl+=####. pF",C/r
/r95 M #7,4,50: PRINT #7, "C1 & CJ. 33 nf',
500 AT #7,5r5O1. PRINT #7,'tPotentioneter Res.= t';RPot/10001" Kilohrns"
510 AT #7,6,5O: PRINT #7, ttpf= t';TopRes/1000;n Kilohmsil
,20 At #7,7'5O: PRINT #7, np2= r?;Mid,/1000;r' Kilohnstl
522 M #7,8,50: PRINT #7, ilR4 & R1= 12 Kilohnsil
525 AI #7,9,50, PRINT #7, 'rtop Tap= 't;Toptap,/1000;" Kilohnstt
530 M #7,1A,50: PRII{I #7, I'Botton Tap/R]= ";BotTap/1000;r' Kilohmst'
5/t0 INK #7:$320075: AT #7,71+,10: PRINT #?,'tPress Fj to repeattt
560 PRINT #7; TO 50;"or F7 to Exit"
570 OVXR #7,0: keyscan
580 SELect 0N z
590 REMark -- F7 EXIT PR0GRAM --
600 0N s=238
610 CTCSE #7: ll!10N2: EXIT start: CLEAR

660 IF z <>248 TI{EN keysean



670 REI,IaTK -- F' START AGAIN --
680 END SELect

690 E}iD REPeat start
700 REl.lark -- I.IHICH KEY ARE YOU PRESSING? --
710 DEFtue PRO0edure keyscan
720 REPeat Scan
730 LET Z=CODE (INI(EY$(#?))
710 TF z=238 oR z=248 TItrN EXIT Sean
750 END REPeat Scan
?60 El{D DEFine keyscan
770 DEFine PROCedure Centre-scr (chnlrxpcntrypcnt)
780 IIHEN ERRor
790 IF ERR-X0 1lfil{ PRINT #0, "Channel j.s not open'r: ST0P: }IM0N2
800 IF ERR-0R THEN PRIIII #0, t'ttidth or helght dimensions greater than 100fitt: STOP: I,IMON2

810 END I.I}IEN

820 }IINDOI{ #chnl, SCRjCIIM x (xpcntl10O),SCR-rLIM x (ypcnt/100), (Scn-nlu-((xpcnt/100) x
SCR-JCIIH) )/2, (sCR-rLru-( (ypcnt/100) x scn*rr,r[)) /2

830 END DEFine Centre-scr
840 DEFine PR00edure Blant-llne (chn1,d,a)
850 AT #chn1,tl,a: PRINT #chn1;tr rr

860 END DEFine Blank-1ine

Using the component values found in Part 1 of this
article the one sixth tapping point is between
switch positions 15 & 16 {counting clockwise}. With
a 100Kohm control one sixth of the resislance is
16666 ohms. At step 15 the total measured resis-
tance of lhe chain is around 1577A ohms s0 to get
lhe correct lapping point I connected an 820
ohms resistor at step 15 in series with a 3300 ohm
one connected to position 16. The tap is taken
from the junction of the series connected resis-
tors. The one third tapping point is 33333 ohms
which is at position 18. The chain resislance here
was around 31400 ohms and in this inslance I

decided not to add any series resistors^ Below are
the values for the control.

Switch
posilion 23

22
2t
20
19
18
77
L6
L5
tt
L3
L2
11
10
9
I
7
6
5
t,

3
2
1

RA = 2A567
R1 = 16337
M = 12977
R3 = 10308
R/r = 8187
R5 = 6503
R6 = 5166
R7 = /+tA3
R8 = 3259
R9 = 2589
R10 = 2056
&11 = L633
H12 = L297
R$ = 1g3g
R14 = 818
R75 = 65A
R16 = 576
RL7 = 4LA
R18 = 325
RL9 = 258
R20 = 205
Rf = 794
0 (tied to ground rail)

Figure 3 shows the results of the calculations for
a 100Kohm polenliometer The completed control
is shown in figure 4. Part of the resistor chain can
be seen and the compensation capacitors sol-
dered to a small piece of Veroboard. At top right
is one of a pair of No. 76 lriode valves used in my
preamplifier

It is possible lo increase or decrease the level of
bass and treble boost by altering some of the
component values. Io get more bass boost
decrease the values of R4 and R5 and increase

Fig.4
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George Gwrlt writes: Letter to QL Today re
Norman Dunbar's Article on Assembler - Part 24

It was with some trepidation that lstarted reading
Norman's lalest article on Assembler since it was
devoted lo my SETW What brickbats would be
flying? ln the event I think Norman let me off lightly

However there are one or two comments which
might be useful to anyone following Norman's
instruclions.

1. A very minor point is that the name of the
zip file for [asyPEasy is peasp02.zip. (Only

one s)

2. lt is true that on slarting SITW you need to
be sure that you are going lo gel non
relocalable outpul if you are going to use
GWASL to assemble it. The parameter -abin

will ensure that. However this choice can
also be made by configuring SETW I

checked lhat the version on my web site is

already configured to give the right output.
Hence leaving out -abin would do no harm.

3. ln the section on 'The Main Window' Nor-
man advises you to read the prompt care-
fully before pressing ENTER because
'there's no going back!' This is the first
brickbat. I have myself found il annoying that
you can't go back to alter the number of
objects or windows. Parl of my solution was
to allow a quick way of aborting the pro-
cess. Pressing tSC will often allow you lo
stop the program. Olherwise you would
have to plough through lhe remainder of
what could be a large number of questions

the values of C1 and C3. The
combination of components should be
chosen lo give the same turnover
frequency i400Hz). lb increase lhe
treble boost raise the values of C2 and
C4,

I have been using the control for over
a year now. The effect of the control is
quite subtle unlike a normal tone
conlrol, and when listening at fow
volume levels the overall tone content
of the sound appears unchanged. At
higher levels the control has a lesser
and lesser effect on tone.

Fig.3

before ending the process lo starl again.
The other part of my solution was to make it
relatively easy to alter what oulput is even-
tually produced.

i was amused at Norman's instructions to
set the size of windows according to the
little box at the bottom of the screen. lmust
confess that I very rarely use lhat and sim-
ply rely on eye to check the size of win-
dows and position of objects. lt might be
useful to know that the size of the informa-
tion window is constrained by SETW to be
large enough to hold lhe biggesl of its
objects.

The width of 'Hello World' is 66 pixels. Nor-
man says itis72. My guess is thal he typed
"Hello World', or possibly one of 'Hello

World', and' Hello World".

Norman was using an operating system wilh
GD2 colours. On a more primitive machine
SITW works slighlly differently. ln this case,
the colours for windows, borders and text
ilems must all be chosen from the mode 4
sel presenled, Pressing TNTER immediately
for every colour would result in them all
being white! The defaull colours for GD2 are
in facl the system palette entries set up for
GD2. For example the colour in hello-asm
for the border of the informalion window
comes oul as 526, or $0208, which is
defined as sp.infwinbd {lnformation window
border). This is not a colour in itself but is an
enlry lo the system palette colours of which
there are four sels. These, by default, are

4



sel lo be combinations of the QL 4, black,
red, green and while, but these can be
redefined by a user When SITW is finished
the window it has produced is shown wilh
syslem palette number 0 being used.

7. Finally, Norman says that the result,
hello-asm, appears "On ram1, in my case".
Actually all outpul always goes lo raml-.

ln one of his 'Gee Graphics' articles, Herb Schaaf
asked if anyone had a routine to generale Ran-
dom numbers. After unsuccessfully trawling the
net, ldecided to write one of my own. This proved
to be much more difficull lhan I first thought, as
any 'seed'used in an algorythm will always pro-

duce the same number sequence from lhal seed.
So if you reset your unexpanded QL and run a
program at boot time you will always get the
same'random' sequence.

By definition, a random number should give a uni-
form spread over its entire range and be totally
unpredictable. Early melhods therefore used the
syslem clock to seed the algorythm, as there is
no way of predicling when lhe clock will tick,..So
lhis was the method I used. All the program does
is to set a FOR loop running, and interrupl it when
the clock licks. {Sel the counter 'ct' to slightly
more than the number of loops your machine can
do in one second). Obviously this program should
only be used al occasional intervals, as you can
otherwise bias the results by guessing when the
loop will start.

Another method used by Apple sets the clock
ticking and inlerrupts the counter when you hit a
key. Mosl computers now seed the random
number generator at starl-up, then reseed il
periodically from the previous seed.lndeed lhe QL
uses the date tick if you use RANDOMISI DATE.

But the QL Randomise function conlains a bug for
which Mark Knighl gave a fix in his QL loday
'liue-Randomise' article.

My method wails for you to hit a key before
producing the nexl random numbet it is not a
Formula One model.lt merely demonslrales a very
simple generator to program. You can see how
random lhe output is by looking at the dispersion
of the vertical lines. lf you only use it every few
minutes it will be very accurate!

Howevel SITW can be set to pul any of
the output files lo some other directory as
well. ln fact the SETW on my web site is
configured to send the -asm files to
"win1-ass-pe-". lf the file with name
"winl*ass-pe-hello-asm' can't be opened,
SETW will say so otherwise lhe information
will appear there too as well as in raml_.

lf you wanl your random number to lie within a set
range, scale your range to lhat of the computer
using a simple ratio. This takes but a few
SuperBasic statemenls... lf you find QL lnteger
size limits normal QL random number size, just

convert the random numbers to strings and
concalenale them.

The British Premium Bond generator; 'frnie', used
coupled Neon diodes to get the random winning
numbers, it having been proved that this device
produced a lruly random 'White Noise' series
when sampled. Another important use of random
numbers is in nuclear warfare : The Test Ban
lieaties forced counlries to produce atom bomb
simulators to tesl new modifications to weapons.
These simulators need perfectly random numbers
lo predict the chain reaction where neutrons are
ejected randomly Sorne algorythms use
rounded-off 'lost' digits in suitable pseudo-random
calculalions lo provide seeds, These have the
advaniage of being virtually instanlaneous, bul are
still 'somewhat' predictable, Does anybody know
what method the QL uses?

Being a lranscendanl number there is no known
formula to calculate Pl, so you could get extraci
'random'numbers from the Pl sequence, as long
as you don'l know where in that sequence you
started. This 'Viete Method' uses the surface of
polygons lo obtain Pl by iteration very efficiently. lf
you want a challenge, try modifying lhe program
to produce Pl to 100 decimals 0r more. This would
of course require you to write suitable multi-
precisron Square-rool and arithmetic roulines..

{Maybe I shall do some for a forthcoming maga-
zine). Most other routines to calculate Pl are
horrendously slow...

Happy Lucky Dipping

Editor: As the listing is very short, we decided to
print it on the nexl page.



74A
150
160
180
185
190
200
2L0
220
230
235
237
240

100 ::
110 REMark PIE-bas by S.Poole. vTjune 2008.
t20 CLEAR: 0PEN#1,eon--16: WINDOI,I 572,216'010: BORDER 1,/+
L30 CI-S: RAND0M: CI'S: ldIND0l{ 256,2A6,256,0: PIE: STOP

DEFine PROCedure RAND0M

REMark 0riginal DIY method:
REMark Scale is larger than highest randon number:
REMark Ajust it to fit your screen and machine speed:
SCAIfi 72800A'0;0: f$=rr: REMark 200000

REPeat loop
REMark When QL clock ticks stop the eounter:

d1=DATE: FOR ct=1 T0 2E6: IF DATE(>d1: EXIT et
AT 1r1: PRINT ctr: Lf$E ctr0 T0 etrct

250 END

260 END

274 :

:
M 22,1: PRINT rHit a key to start the counter or q to quit:l
I$=INKEY$(#t,-t): IF f$=='q': EXIT loop
REPeat loop

DEFine

280 DEFine PR00edure PIE
290 CI"S: p=l; n=.5: r=SQRT(n)
300 FOR x=1 T0 12: p=p/r: r=SQRT(n+nxr): PRINT\p,x,
310 END DEFine
320 ::

This issue of QL Today comes with the bonus of
B extra pages for our readers. This is possible
because Jochen will be able to send it from
Austria where the
postage cosls are
lower than in Ger-
many and lhe
Netherlands.

Once again much
of lhe magazine
is taken up by
Tony Tebby's con'
tribulions.

Reaclions to the
lasl issue indicate
thal our readers are enthusiaslic
articles, which contain material
that has never been published
elsewhere.

The articles do, however give us
a few logistical headaches at QL
Today because we wanl to
ensure that other contribulors are
well represented in the magazine.
For this reason we are very happy
to be able to publish the extra
pages in this issue,

At the momenl we are trying to be fair to all our
contributors lo ensure they do nol have to wait
too long for their articles to appear This means
that some of our regular writers may not appear in

individual issues of
the magazine. We
hope this will nol
put off either regu-
lar or occasional
conlributors writing
for QL lodali
Very slowly we are
now clearing up the
backlog of copy
and to ensure

sufficienl material for issues 3 and 4,

we shall be pleased to receive further
contributions. ln particular short
contributions would be very welcome,
not only as a way of increasing the
number of contributors per issue, but
also to enable us to frll the last few
pages in any one issue with worthwhile
malerial.

about these
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OMEllUVcrrion 8! XkIAS-OFFER!
l{ has taken a long time ... but here it is: QHEIIU Ycrrloo I and The Menu Extension Version 8
Most Pointer Environment users already know it: the Menu Extension. lt is an interface which provides
ready-made menus like file-selector boxes, simple-choice-menus or select from a list. OMENU is a
guideline how to use it from BASIC, Machine code or maybe other programming languages which allow
Machine code interfaces. lt explains how to use it with various examples in BASIC and Machine code.
You are allowed to use it in your own programs and you may even sell it under license. The Menu
Extension also contains the Scrap Extension {"clipboard}.
Multi-column menus, file-select with tree and view option, Filelnfo ll support - just the FileSelect menu
on its own is a beatiful extension to your system.
OftCtU has not been advertised for quite a while, as the last version 7 manual was not updated in the
past few years, while the Menu Extension itself got updated here and there. However, many updates in
the Menu Extension and several user inquiries rnade me think about releasing an updated version of
OXlEllU. The manual has been completely revised and reflects all the minor and major changes and
add-ons:from the assembler-side, from the BASIC programming side, and also from the user's side. You
gel a 42-page printed manual, a floppy disk with updates keys, updated help texts for OD Hyperhelp and
updated and new examples.
Please note: The Menu Extension from version 7.65 onwards works only under SMSO/E V2 (e.9. OPC2
or systems with high-colour screen drivers). lf you run the "old" OL Pointer Environrnent, you should
stick to your old Menu Extension. English only (a German version of MENU-rext is also on the disc, but
no German documentation).
Some of the changes since version 7.04 (the last "officially" documented one) are:
DSEL (Directory Select) allows up to 10 devices
RSTR (Read String) has additional parameters (which force the values entered to be ints, floats, not
empty, disables ESC etc.) lt can also be used to enter hidden passwords.
Timeout feature has been added to RPER (Report Error) and ITSL (ltem Select).
Some menus have got a MOVF facility.
New menu SYSS (System selectl provides fast selection of items from the Hotkey buffer history,
currently running jobs, Things in your system, Executable Things in your system). Just one call and the
System Select procedure collects all the information for you and provides it in a list - very easy selection.
Hotkey buffer history now available in the file-select instead of cycling through the "previous" ones.
All this, bug fixes and more - available NOW.
To order, please send letter, fax or E-Mail or place an order through the secure order form on
SMSO.J-M-$.com (you willfind screenshots on the website too).

Special XMAS offer, valid until 15th of January 2O1O:
OHEXU Update: EUR 15.90 {instead of EUR 19.90}.

We accept YISA, tlasterGard & Diners Club online and offline! Amex only by mail or fax, not email!
ilew paymenl methods for our customergl iloney transfer to tlocal" account in many countries!
o Deutschland' Jochen Merz, Account 493 50 431, Postbank Essen, BLZ 360 100 43
o Osterreich, Jochen Merz, Account 85055317, PSK Wien, BLZ 60000
. Switzerland, Jochen Merz, Account 60 690080-4, PostFinance, Clearing-Nr 09000
r The Netherlands, Jochen Merz, Gironummer 3258439, Postbank NL Amsterdam
r and from allother counlries in EUR with IBAN and BIC to account

Jochen Merz, Deutsche Poslbank AG, IBAN, Dt21 3601 0043 0611 1004 37 / BIC:PBNKDEFF 360
o UK customers can pay in [ {convert EUR prices above to I by multiplying with 0.92] to ^,,lvl

Jochen Merz, Account 83795395, Citibank UK, Sort code 30-00-45 ^han Merz """
or send cheques in t - no fee for UK sterling cheques! ^ute t0 Jou""'

r US customers can pay in US$ {convert EUR prices above to US$ -,rps g?y:f"---^, 
^

by murriprying wirh i.sz) - no ree for us chetiues r usgr chequc" Ti:fJlilllt?,f111:n')3!3nt'"'u



Come to Vienna!
lnternational Ql-meeting 2010 in Prottes (near Vienna).
Thursday, 3rd (bank holiday) to Sunday, 6th of fune 2010.
Gerhard Plarrec, the organiser, has already placed a lot of useful information on his website
http/lkuel.org (Cerman, French and English)

He plans to turn the Saturday into the main day, but if the majority of visitors prefers to come on
Friday, it can easily he changed.

On his website, you'll find already loads of information about accomodation {including staying at
Cerhard's place), even with a tent ... he can also provide electricity for visitors who come with their
motor homes ln both cases, please contact Cerhard in advance

Proftes can be reached directly by car and train, and, of course, with every travelling method via
l{enna (airport or ship, eg. from Bratislava}.

There are severaltourist sites nearby (not to mention Vienna itselfl. The railroad museurn in Strasshof
(rrery close) will be open all four days, and they willeven get steam engines goingon Sunday. lf there is
enough interest, Gerhard may ask if they would do it on the main duy (r** above, most likely Saturday
or Friday).

Gerhard can be contacted via email: gerhard.plavec@gmx.at or phone +43 699 81856765

We are informing you early to ensure you can fit the meeting in with other holidays or journeys ...

so let's turn this event into a big event, kind of reunion of Qlers who have not met for a long time!

We plan to have the next issue ready for you towards the middle of March.
As always, it depends on how quickly we get revievra, articles etc.
The more material we get and the sooner we get it, the quicker the next issue will be in your
hands, and the better it will be. We depend on your support.


